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Summary

In this study a single offset parabolic reflector antenna system has

been considered in which a corrugated elliptical horn with large aperture

and small flare angle is used as a primary feed. For the calculation of

the co-polar radiation field of this antenna system we make use of the

aperture field version of physical optics which means that the field

distribution must be calculated in the projected-aperture plane. \fhen

the reflector is in the far field region of the feed the aperture field

can be calculated from the radiation field of the feed. The calculation

of the radiation field of either the feed or the entire ,system involves

a two-dimensional integration. However, when making some approximations

it will be shown that the numerical integration can be avoided which

provides a large reduction in computing time. In part I a model has been

developed for the corrugated elliptical horn with large aperture and

small flare angle and closed expressions have been derived which

approximate the radiation field quite well. Especially these expressions

are responsible for the gain in computing time needed for the calculation

of the secondary radiation pattern.

In part II it has been described that the secondary radiation field is

given by a two-dimensional Fourier integral when the aperture field

method is used. This integral can be solved efficiently for an arbitrary

point in the far field by making use of Fast Fourier Transform in

conjunction with a sampling-like technique.

Finally software has been developed for design purposes of an offset

reflector antenna with elliptical or, as a special case, circular cross

section. A corrugated elliptical or circular horn with large aperture and

small flare angle can be used as a primary feed.
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Introduction

Developments in space technolo~J in the past decennia have offered

the possibility to bring a satellite into geostationary orbit. Hence,

the position of the satellite is, within certain limits, fixed relative

to an arbitrary point on earth. Moreover a large part of the earth can

be seen from the satellite so one satellite is able to cover the same

area on earth as an extensive terrestrial communications network.

For these reasons the geostationary orbit is very attractive. It is

obvious however that the positions in this orbit are a limited natural

resource because high antenna sidelobes of earth terminals are a

limiting factor and, in reversed direction, high sidelobes of the

antenna on board of the satellite can cause interference on earth.

Another limited resource is bandwidth which is required in order to

transmit information. As the amount of information to be transmitted

is still increasing and the radio spectrum is almost fully utilised

with the present state of technology, new communication techniques

must be developed to make more efficient use of the radio spectrum.

One of these techniques is frequency reuse. By means of two orthogonal

polarisations on the same frequency the transmission capacity can be

doubled. Therefore the antennas must have good cross-polar properties

in order to achieve a good isolation between the orthogonal polarisations.

Especially for satellite broadcasting applications, for which a number

of channels have been assigned to each country by the ~orld Administrative

Radio Conference in 1977. the cross-polar properties of the satellite

antennas are important. But also as far as the co-polar radiation is

concerned severe requirements are imposed on antennas. Besides tech-

nical reasons (e.g. avoidance of interference with terrestrial networks)

also political reasons played an important role because it is easy to

cover also a foreign country with the antenna beam which is often not

desired by all parties. Therefore the ~[~RC 77 has drafted an inter

national plan for future satellite broadcasting ser.ices in which also

requirements imposed on satellite antennas are formulated.

The coverage of the european countries for future satellite broad

casting will be obtained by a number of circularly polarised elliptical
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Footprint of three

european beams.

fig. 1

beams. The ratio between the beamwidths is determined by the shape

of each country and the position of the satellite in the geostationary

orbit. The beams for France, Germany and Italy are illustrated in fig. 1

A possible satellite antenna, satisfying

the WARe 77 specifications consists of a

parabolic reflector with elliptical

cross-section and a feed system with an

elliptical beam. A feed system which

produces an elliptical beam with a circu

larly polarised radiation field is the

corrugated elliptical horn antenna. The

theory of the corrugated elliptical wave

guide radiator has been developed rather

well. The electromagnetic fields in the

corrugated elliptical waveguide are des

cribed in terms of series of Mathieu

functions of several kinds. This implies

that the computation of the radiation

field of a corrugated elliptical waveguide radiator is a complicated

matter. The same observations can be made with respect to the corrugated

elliptical horn antenna with small flare angles. In this case one has to

apply a quadratic phase distribution over the aperture. Due to the com

plicated nature of the electromagnetic fields, the computation of the

radiation pattern in the two cases mentioned above, have often been

restricted to the two orthogonal planes ~ = 0 and ~ = 90. Calculation

of the radiation field of the feed requires a two-dimensional integration

of the aperture field which is described in terms of series of Mathieu

functions. In part I of this study approximate expressions will be

derived in order to calculate the radiation field of a corrugated

elliptical horn antenna in an arbitrary point in the far field region

without a two-dimensional integration.

In the design of a reflector antenna which can be used for satellite

broadcasting, one has to apply a reflector with elliptical cross-section.

A corrugated elliptical horn can be used as a primary feed. In order to

achieve the required sidelobe and cross-polar specifications an offset

reflector ~~ter~a has been investigated in part II as far as the co-polar

radiation is concerned. In order to compute the radiation pattern of
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the antenna system one has to apply the aperture field integration

technique or the surface current integration technique. Both imply a

two-dimensional integration either over the projected aperture or

the surface of the reflector and in both cases the primary radiation

field has to be calculated too in a large number of points on the

reflector surface. for which also a two-dimensional integration is

required. The latter can be avoided making use of the approximate

expressions derived in part I. The former can be avoided using a

technique suggested in [1J • This tecr~ique makes use of Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) in conjunction with a sampling-like technique. The

advantages of efficient computation of Fourier coefficients by FFT

are combined with the possibility to calculate the secondary

radiation pattern in an arbitrary point of the far field which is

provided by the sampling-like technique. The calculation of the

secondary radiation pattern of an offset reflector antenna system

making use of the combination of both tec~~iques is described in

part II.
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1. BASIC CONCEPTS TO CALCULATE A RADIATION PATTERN

1.1 Introduction

In this section some results of the electromagnetic theory concerning

aperture antennas are reflected without going into details. They form

the basic tools throughout this work to calculate the radiation pattern

of an aperture antenna whether this is a single feed or a complete

antenna system. It turns out that, making use of a representation theorem,

the far field can be expressed as a double integral (radiation integral)

whose integrand is determined by the tangential electromagnetic field

across the aperture.

1.2 Maxwell's equations and far field expressions

Any analysis of an electromagnetic problem starts with Maxwell's

equations :

where I(r,t) is a given current distribution and p(r,t) is a given

charge distribution. In case the medium is free space we have the next

constitutive relations

~ ~

'8 (~f-J .., l).o I-t CrJ t)

Furthermore we have the equation of continuity which reads
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I
....... d ...l>

v· (r, tJ + )t f (r) t.) =0

Next we assume a time dependence exp( jw t)

f (r., t) so we may write

for the sources I(r, t) and

As the equations (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) are linear this leads to the same

time dependence of the fieldvectors

Substitution of (1.2.4) and (1.2.5) into (1.2.1) and making use of the

constitutive relations (1.2.2) yield

.... .... ~

\!x }"H~;w)= IU~jw)+jw£o E(~j"-'l)

(1.2.6)

....
In the following the symbols r andw will be omitted if no confusion

is possible. For the calculation of the radiation pattern of an antenna

we make use of a representation theorem which can be formulated as follows.

Consider source distributions I(~,t) and p(;,t) that are bounded by a

closed surface S1 (see fig. 1.2.a)

Then the electromagnetic field in an observation point P between two

closed surfaces S1 and 82 is given by [2]
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Etl) = Vl( if {~J( fer') j. AfU~} 1'} dS +

S,+Sz

+ . It2JW Goo
Ox f{Jxif im,x JiLt l

)}. ~(~ r~ dS

.5;+ ,)2.

nc r) -: cv If. if {M.X HCr')} . tf(G r t
) dS +

J,+Sz

~1C \7x if fihK E(r')}' ~(~ r') elS
s, +St

where

and

. '( ~ ~"-.J4C. r- r I
e.

I ...J -JIllr- r

is the wavenumber.

fig. 1.2.a The sources are bounded by a closed surface 81
P is a point in the far field.

It should be noted that the operator x acts on the coordinates

of the observation point P. When for 82 a sphere is chosen with a radius

that becomes infinite, it can be shown that the contribution to the
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electromagnetic field of the integral over S2 vanishes. [2J

Consider an aperture antenna as depicted in fig. 1.2.b. The closed

surface S1 is now composed of Sc and SA •

Generator

p

(1.2.8.a)

o
fig. 1.2.b Aperture antenna with radiating aperture SA •

In order to calculate the radiation pattern we assume that only the

surface SA contributes to the integrals in (1.2.7). This is a reasonable

assumption when the outside of the antenna and the generator is perfectly
....... _) ..... -- ...conducting so n x E(r' = 0 and n x H(r') is negligible on S • The nextc

step is to carry out the operations 'Vx••• and VxVx••• in (1.2.7) and

finally far field approximations can be applied when the distance from

the observation point P to the aperture SA is large. This ultimately

leads to the following far field expressions [2)

-.)... -J'lt. .e:jl. r

E(r): 4rr -r-

(1.2.8.b)

where ar
z

o
r=

is the unit vector in radial direction,

is the free space impedance and

( ... ....)~r • r

The primed vectors refer to points in the aperture SA •
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It can easily be shown that (1.2.8.a) and (1.2.8.b) are related by

~ ..l -4

Z H(r) = ~ x E(r)o r

which indicates that in the far field region the electromagnetic field

behaves as a plane wave propagating in the ~ direction. The expressions
r

(1.2.8.a) and (1.2.8.b) are not suitable for further calculation.

Therefore the vector products must be carried out. This is done in

appendix I for the case n= ~ • This leads to (1.2.10) when thez
aperture fields are expressed in carthesian coordinates and to (1.2.11)

when they are expressed in cylindrical coordinates.

(1.2.10)

or

-j-t..r

Fe =1; "',. Jf{(E., 4 t"li
f
, «)5 9) Cos ( 'f- 'fJ ... (Er,-ro 11., CoS ~ sM.{,,-.,'Jj-

j.lc. r-'~ rhos ('(-<.P')
, I I I

. .e. r- elr d 'f

The magnetic field can be found from (1.2.9).
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1.3 Electromagnetic fields in a guided structure

When we are dealing with a waveguide radiator or a horn antenna used

as a primary feed in an antenna system, it is often needed to know the

far field of these radiators. Particularly in this study we want to

develop a model with which the far field of a corrugated horn can be

approximated. Hence, we first pay attention to electromagnetic fields

in a waveguide which is uniform in §. t direction and which has anz
arbitrary cross-section. The general coordinate system has unit vectors

§. t , §. t and §. t (see fig. 1.3.a).x y z

fig. 1.3.a Waveguide with arbitrary cross-section and

corresponding coordinate system.

It is well known that an electromagnetic field in such a waveguide may

be considered to be composed of a TE field and a TM field. If we write.... --' ~ ....
E = Et + E t §. t and H = Ht + H t §. t and assume a zt-dependencez z z z
exp( - }f z t) we find for the TE field in the waveguide (see appendix II)

JW)A.o

y

and for the TM field we find
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where '1.",. (It: y') and A.Je. (X~ y') are the generating functions for

the TE fields and the TM fields respectively and V t is the transverse

part of '\j • The functions "JIm and "fie. satisfy eq. (II.11). In cylindrical

coordinates it can be written as

I
+-

...kc..r

Assume

Then (1.3.3) can be transformed to

g'l I ~'
-+-

R ..{.c. r R·
4>"q;, +1 =-0

'1 d'2.f(

where R :: l)(-Ie,,'!")'" ) and

This can be solved because ~ is only a function of f and R is only

a function of r. Hence in order to satisfy (1.3.4)

q;1'
- ::. constantf?
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Substitution into (1.3.4) and defining u = k r and ~"= - n2 leads to
c <P

which is Bessels differential equation. Finally we find for the generating

function "I-' :

For a circular waveguide eq. (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) are transformed in the

following way:

'd"l-... _~e'
/-I,.., =- '(f~ -e.

I 'd "'/J"-\ _7f ~'

!!: ~lf' =-)'? O'f' -e.
I

n 2. AL _'"¥a
Hi = ...-te,. . T/IIo\ e

()1e _y~'

E,..,:: -if~ e

I 'd"fe. _02'

™ Eer , ': - '117 ~cr' e

_""Il'

E~' :: .1: 4e. e.

t.l:.' : 0
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2. CORRUGATED WAVH;UIDE RADIATORS AND HORN ANTENNAS FOR GENERATING

CIRCULARLY POLARISED RADIATION.

2.1 Introduction

The international plan drafted by the World Administrative Radio

Conference (WARC) for future satellite broadcasting services requires

circularly polarised radiation. This can be achieved with a reflector

antenna in which a primary feed is used that produces this polarisation.

In general it can be shown that the electromagnetic field in an arbitrary

point in the far field region is circularly polarised if the electric

and magnetic field on a closed surface S. which encloses the sources.

are related by E(:') = .± j ZoH(;') [1].
Furthermore it is known that an open waveguide operating in a TE or

TM mode does not satisfy this condition. However. when it operates in

a hybrid mode and with the special choice ~ = .± j Zo"-Y... for the

generating functions. which physically means a superposition of two

modes having a phase difference of 90 degrees. it is possible to
-.)~ ~-:.

obtain aperture fields satisfying E(r') = + j Z H(r'). A waveguide
- 0

with which this can be achieved is tha.t with an anisotropic boundary.

In practice this special boundary is approximated by corrugated wave

guides and horn antennas.

2.2 Radiation from a circular waveguide with anisotropic boundary

Consider a circular waveguide as

special conditions Ef ' =0 }

Ei=J;o
at the boundary (r' = a).

depicted in fig. 2.2.a with the

and

X'

Circular waveguide wi th

anisotropic boundary

1.'
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These conditions indicate that the waveguide operates in the hybrid

mode and a solution of Maxwells equations is a superposition of TE

and TM fields. Choose the generating functions

"t~ (r~ tp'):: Ai 7th ('~c.r') JM,.. m'f'

"te.(r>r'):: AlJIh. (.1cc.r') C-oSM.f' (2.2.2)

with k~ = k2 + ~ 2 and k2 =w 2c.o fto • Note that these functions satisfy

(1.3.3). Applying (1.3.8) and (1.3.9) we find the electromagnetic field

in the- waveguide :

...) -"TE -TM
E=E +E and hence

Note that 1
1k

' (~r') stands for
)j~{~r')

f( ~"')

Because of the assumed boundary conditions we have for r' = a
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,From these equations A1 and A
2

must be solved. For a non-trivial

solution (A
1

' A2 :;: 0) this leads to the dispersion relation

1. )'1m.1. 1.

~: [J":'(.-Ict: C4 )] + ,-k1.a.1. l~ (~ca.) =- 0 (2.2.5)

which is equivalent to

0' )'~
,*c.J~(~o..):! j.-ko. ;k.(J.Co.)::o

This gives rise to two classes of hybrid modes. Making use of

and (2.2.6) we find A2 =± Z A1 • The corresponding modes are called
el) (U 0

HE - modes and HE - modes where m indicates the number of thenm nm
solution of (2.2.6) for a given value of n. For Y= 0 we find the

cut-off frequency and this frequency follows from

which is the same equation as the one for the cut-off frequency for

TE modes in a smooth circular waveguide [3] .
Next we consider the case A2 =+ Z

o
A1 and (n,m) = (1,1) which is of

practical importance because the resulting mode HE~~ can be excited

by the dominant TE11 mode in a smooth waveguide. Substitution into

(2.2.3) yields for the transverse field :

7f -{c.
j£.)),4

'I }'~'

E,r' • jw)J" [ ~: ...t..i rt.<r~+ j"')<o~' Al 7, (-(r'J1JM,.. ,,' -i

[

I I ] _"I~'
~ Ur':: - "{c. A2 71 (-Iter') -j.-lc A-z ;; /1 ("kc. r') ~ ,,' .e

J

Z. tly' =[- 'I At -;:.(h (.(r'J - j), "'"All,' ((r'JJ Cc5 .,' -i'yl

This can be written as

_ 't~'

Er-' :: #(r')CoSlf' e

oi'
E~, = ((r') sM". 'f' e-

I.e'
i!.D I-.J.,.., = fer l

) ~ r' e-
,

, _O'i
2 0 1-I1f' = - t (r') C-oS If e (2.2.9)
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i(r') =[- J~r. 71' (Atc.r~ - j1 ?-;, (Jeri)) {}2

,(r') = [j.Jc~c. 7/({cr') + I ;.11 (~c r') ] {;2 (2.2.10)

For "I = j~ and making use of the following recurrence relations

~ ~>, 11 L~,-r') = t [Je, (~r') + lz (Jeri)]

* 7/ (-Iter'):> i [} {-(r l
) -/2 (,kcr~]

these functions can be written as :

(2.2.11)

lt 11/ J]

f r-l/l (2.2.12)

In fig. 2.2.b these functions have been plotted for several values
f 2.11 [ 7

o ~ 3jo 2~
Note that g(kca) = 0 for every value of ~ which follows directly

from (2.2.5) and (2.2.10).

Let us confine ourselves to waveguides that are large in diameter

compared to the wavelength e.g. ka = 12.
1- t9,4

Then 1+ W~ X 0 as is illustrated in the next example.

From k2 = k2 _ ~ 2 (see appendix II) it follows that (k a)2 = (ka)2 _ (aa)2
c • c r

and from (2.2.7) we know that J 1(kca) = a • For the dominant mode we

find k a = 1,841 [3] . Hence

c f3a. = I {.{a./o

_ (-t.C4./ i ,ov II) JS&

Then

Consequently f (r') ;;;: f{(r/) which is also depicted in fig. 2.2. b
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£ I (kcap) gl (k ap)

1 l'
G)

- p - P

£1 (kcap) gl(keap.)

t r

®

- p - p

£ 1(ke&P)
gl (kfe>

1

@

- p - p

fig. 2.2.b 1) ~ = 0,6 ) 2a 3) ~ = 1,02 T = 0,8

This justifies the next approximation for the transverse electric field

"3e'
Er, :::-~jl~c./)2(1+f)lo(~<) CoSlf' e-)/

. ,
Elf''''' fj~"'c. PJ2 (1+ t) '/0(4."')~ 'f I e-j(32

In an abbreviated form we write

where
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Similarly we find from (2.2.9) and (2.2.12)

. I

'2 t:' ...., E 1 (J ') -)(32 A
z:.o Hi' = - 0d O -1cC r e a y,

As t=1 we write for the dispersion relation (see eq. (2.2.6))

,
~ca..l1 (,to..) + ~ (J".c.CJ-) = 0 (2.2.16)

Making use of the recurrence relations (2.2.11) this can be written as

The conclusion from (2.2.14) and (2.2.15) is that the transverse

fieldlines are approximately straight lines. Next we assume that

the fields given by (2.2.14) and (2.2.15) are also the aperture fields

when the waveguide is truncated. Hence, the radiation field from the

circular waveguide with anisotropic boundary is found by substitution

of (2.2.14) and (2.2.15) into (1.2.10) or (1.2.11). If the waveguide

is truncated at z'=O the electric field in the far field region is

given by

where the substitution r' = f a and u = ka sin g have been made.

Note that k a = 2,4048255577 because of (2.2.17). When twoc
orthogonal HE11 modes are applied with a phase difference of

90 degrees, it is possible to generate circularly polarised

radiation. Mode I with

gives rise to a radiation field
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., z. -jAr-
JAC.Cl. e.

where F(u.):: 4rr r E"

gives rise to a radiation field

The sum of these two modes, used as aperture fields, gives a radiation

field:

From (2.2.19) we conclude that the radiation field is circularly

polarised in every point in space.

The integral in (2.2.18) can be treated analytically to obtain a

closed expression.

1

- 2Tr!tl{o..f} 101M.f) Pd.f

/0 (u) -,1)./0 (Jell);' (~)

(At:c0.)2 - AA. 2.
[~]

because
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Hence we write for the radiation field :

...l

ECr) =
. I z. -jJc.r

J-ICa. e..
---4« r

where j01 = kca = 2,4048255577 •

For Poyntings vector we may write

..!/f1~' ~ (/~')

The power radiated per solid angle is P(9,/f).d"1./ S/ and hence

r
where is a constant

for given dimensions and frequency.

2.3 A model for calculating the radiation field from an elliptical

waveguide with large aperture and anisotropic boundary

From u = ka sin e and eq. (2.2.24) it can be seen that the power

radiated from a corrugated circular waveguide is independent of e.p •

This means that the radiation pattern is symmetrical with respect to

the axis of the waveguide. In practice however an asymmetrical pattern
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is often needed. For satellite broadcasting applications e.g. a primary

feed is needed which produces an elliptical beam. Moreover it must be

possible to generate circularly polarised radiation. A waveguide which

possesses both properties is the corrugated elliptical waveguide. In

order to investigate the fields in this waveguide Maxwells equations

have to be solved in an elliptically cylindrical coordinate system

(J '7 ' Z') (see fig. 2.3.a)

...
y'!:

II

'1 = 31T/2

. fig. 2.3.a Elliptically cylindrical coordinate

system wi th x' = a cosh~ cos ~

y' = a sinh~ sin '1.

The surfaces 1 = constant represent a family of confocal hyperbolic

cylinders while surfaces , = constant represent a family of confocal

elliptical cylinders. A solution of Maxwells equations is again com

posed of a sum of TE and TM fields. To find a solution the formulas

of appendix II must be transformed in accordance with the coordinate

system used [1]. The boundary conditions are now represented by
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Solutions of Maxwells equations in the coordinate system of fig. 2.3.a

can be expressed in terms of Mathieu functions. Only two types of modes

satisfy the boundary conditions (2.3. 1) [1J
These types are related to each other by

EII
= - Z HI EI

= ZHII
~ o '1. ~ o 'l

ElI = - Z HI E1
= ZHII (2.3.2)

~ o ~ \ o ~

Applying the boundary conditions to type I yields

andI
E'l. = 0

a t the boundary. For type II we get

I
H'l. = 0

E~I = 0 and H;I = 0

at the boundary which is. making use of (2.3.2) • equivalent to
I I

H'l. = 0 and E'l. = 0 • Hence, the two types of modes obey the same

dispersion relation. This means that the corresponding modes propa

gate through the waveguide with the same phase velocity and therefore

it appears to be possible to generate circularly polarised radiation

in the same way as in the previous section. [1]
The complicated mathematics involved to solve Maxwells equations in

the elliptically cylindrical coordinate system results in a complicated

numerical analysis [5J • This analysis is not very suitable for design

purposes of a complete antenna system because the calculation of the

radiation field in an arbitrary point in space uses too much of the

computer capacity. In order to calculate the secondary radiation

pattern of a reflector antenna. the field caused by the primary feed

must be calculated in a large number of points on the reflector and

for each point in th~ far field region this procedure must be repeated.

Moreover, in the design phase the computer program which calculates

the radiation pattern has to be run several times with different input

parameters. In order to be able to calculate the pattern of the

complete antenna system without extensive use of computer capacity

we need an appropriate model for the primary feed which is assumed

to be a corrugated elliptical waveguide or horn. Therefore we make

an assumption about the aperture field. In a circular waveguide the
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curves of constant electric fieldstrength are circles. In the elliptical

case we assume that these curves are ellipses (see fig. 2.3.b)

I

!t

~ig. 2.3.b Curves of constant fieldstrength

In fact this means that the transformation of a circular cross-section

into an elliptical cross-section of the waveguide is the same as the

transformation of the respective curves of constant fieldstrength.

The ellipses are described by

2. 2
2](.1 y'

p:: Q! + F ) O~f~ 1 (2.3.3)

Hence9 in accordance with (2.2.14) and (2.2.15) we approximate the

aperture field of a corrugated elliptical waveguide with large aperture

at Zl = 0 by

tolo (/o,p) Qx'

lo 14:: - £070(1~,f) ~,

Next the radiation field can be found by substituting (2.3.3) and
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(2.3.4) into (1.2.10) which yields

The ellipses in fig. 2.3.b can also be described by

, I
X :: fa. cos cp

y' =fl.,.1iM.lf' (2.3.6)

For the transformation from (x' , y') to <p ,cp') we need the Jacobian

ox' b!.. 1
~~r'up Jp a CoS Cf

- a-&p- = (2.3.7)';)x I r;;y' . ,
fA, evsCf

I

-fA~Cf
d<p' u,,'

Hence the integral in (2.3.5) transforms to

From fig. 2.3.c we find: ~ a. = J(lex Ct.)2.+ (~'1l) 1. i a,J Af;

~~-& =Vc~a.f+ (~g)' ' ~1J

fig. 2.3.c Definition of ~

I
I
I
J
I
I

"'--....L..--=--------~I1<x Cl

~ I, ------------
~
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into (2.3.8) and using (2.3.9)

(1-40 (.oS B)(-&:JS l.f Q.g ~ ~r~) .

do U,1.)

'2 2

10' - fA.

is given by . I
. I -j"",r

..,)-> ~-e.

~(r)=~rr r

yields

(1-fCosB)(-eoS<p4e+s#..y>Q<r) Eo at·
12~ I A1~'(r jupeas(If - ' T /

"JJ Jo(/~f)e fe/pdCt' (2.3. 10)
00

The integral is the same as the one in (2.2.18). Hence the radiation

field

Substitution of u =1 (k a)2 + (k b)2 i
x y

. I -j'£'r
-.)..,) J1C e.
E(r):t;T( r

The definition of u however is different i.e. u = ka sinS in case

f . 1 . d d k' ,.. V 2 2 b2 , 2 ' .o a c~rcu ar wavegu~ e an u = s~n" a cos If + s~n 'f ~n case

of an elliptical waveguide. Note that for a.=b the two definitiona

become equal. The conclusion is that in the present model the radiation

field of a corrugated elliptical waveguide with large aperture is the

same as the radiation field of its circular counterpart with radius

at =~ a2cos~o + b2Sin2tpo ' when the pattern is considered in a certain

plane If=lfo • As a consequence the maximum levels of the sidelobes are

the same in every plane Cf but occur for different values of e .
The radiated power per solid angle is now given by

where:

and

In fig. 2.3.d and fig. 2.3.e the normalised radiated power per
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solid angle has been plotted for the principal planes from a

waveguide with ka = 20 and an eccentricity e =V1- (~)2.1=0,87685

(i.e. b/a = 0,48). The results have been compared with available

data from the exact theory which describes the aperture field in

terms of series of Mathieu ftmctions.[SJ

In fig. 2.3.f and 2.3.g the aperture field, obtained with the

present model, of a waveguide with ka = 13~4 and e = 0,8 (i.e. b/a = 0,6)

has been compared with the aperture field of the same waveguide

when it is described by Mathieu functions. In fig. 2.3.h and

fig. 2.3.i the corresponding radiation patterns have been plotted.

From fig. 2.3.d to fig. 2.3.i incl. it may be concluded that the

results obtained when the aperture field is given by (2.2.14) and

(2.2.15) do not agree completely with results obtained with the exact

theory [5] • For the two waveguides the radiation pattern in plane <f =0

is too narrow and in plane If=30 it is too wide. The disagreement in

the sidelobes could be expected and is of minor concern. For later

applications however we want to have a good agreement between model

and exact theory as far as the mainlobe is concerned. Therefore we

introduce scale factors for the major and minor axis. In fig. 2.3. j

and fig. 2.3.k the pattern has been calculated again for the wave

guide with ka = 13,4 and e = 0,8 using scale factors 0,95 and

1,08 for major axis and minor axis respectively. Now the pattern

in plane \f= 0 is too wide and in plane If =90 it is too narrow. Hence

the conclusion may be drawn that it is possible to find appropriate

scale factors in order to find a good agreement between the radiation

pattern obtained with the exact theory and that obtained with the

model explained above.
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fig. Radiation pattern

in plane <p= 0

The dots have been

calculated in [5]
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3. RADIATION FROM A CIRCULAR CORRUGATED HORN WITH LARGE APERTURE

AND SMALL FLARE ANGLE.

When we are dealing with a horn antenna again a suitable coordinate

coordinate system must be chosen to solve Maxwells equations. When

the flare angle is small « 150
) the electromagnetic field in the

aperture of the horn does not differ very much from that of a wave-

guide radiator. However an additional phase distribution has to be

taken into account because in the conical section spherical waves

are propagating. This means that surfaces of constant phase are spheres

(see fig. 3.a)

20.

__ ~~Q: (x)y)
\ I
I

II
II

,7 ()
II
II
II

I I
I

c..,.-------..::-- - 
-----

R

fig. 3.a Cross-section of a horn antenna with small flare angle.

The phase difference between 0 = (0,0) and a point Q = (x,y) in the

aperture of the horn is proportional to .1 R. A simple calculation

shows that

which gives rise to a phase difference between 0 and Q

with 0 ~ f ~ 1.
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When the aperture is large the aperture field can now be approximated

by

Together with eq. (1.2.10) the corresponding radiation field is given

by ~ __ .il. e-jlr
E(,.)= 4rr -r- (1+cnB){-t.b?ra.@ ~J,#..r~'f) .

It is no longer possible to get a closed expression for (3.3) which

is caused by the additional phase factor exp(-j ;;''Ll ·). The presence

of this factor can be handled by series expansion

..lea.t 2. eo • 2. P
-Juf L L( .~ Z)

-e. :: 1'J:o ~! - d z'R f (3.4)

Substituting this expansion into (3.3) yields for the integral

fur e<l I Z. p
FfJ"iyJ = 11;. (/;'I'). ~ i"! (-j ~: /) .

0 0

As lim
~-'> Co\)

the series is uniformly convergent and therefore interchanging

summation and integration is allowed.

Hence
, 11r

F{i" 17) ~ ~ ;! J1 J, (j.,1)(-/ -:;'fl
jfa. (.1.)(~ If' + 17 .s:M., 'f I )

.-e. fci(:>d'f'
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Applying Leibnitz 's rule for differentiation of integrals [~ yields

jff).. (.Jl(Cos r'+..J.y s.k.. r ')
. e fPifriy' (3.8)

~
2'R =f3

this leads to

This integral has already been calculated and the result is given

in (2.2.20). Substitution into (3.9) yields:

where -U::: a v,·l:x2
+ -l./'Z. I ::: .Ja..~ {j

So far the radiation integral in (3.3) has been transformed in an

infinite series summation which contains differentiations to the far

field variables k and k • These differentiations however can bex y
expressed in differentiations to the variable u as follows.
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Similarly

Hence

of{<<)
+ au.-

Furthermore :

').« .J."
()J.x = e;t VJ/ -+ J.

j
2. '

?Z.t<. a lyz.

'iJ./tx
2

= (.f<:+lt.;)V~+~2.1

•
)

( 3.14)

Hence
a
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Substitution of (3.15) into (3.10) yields for the radiation field

In order to obtain numerical results the infinite series summation

must be truncated and the differentiations must be carried out. It

turns out that the series converges quite well and three to four

terms are sufficient to get results that agree well compared with

those obtained by numerical integration of the integral in (3.3).
In order to evaluate the consecutive terms we write

0-' Z,,_,(' 2\'( u /;) );:= Fa T t; f! 1!'a. / 7Jul + u Ju !'-/

where
iF {It}

From now on the variable u in Jo(u) or J 1(u) will be omitted.

Next F1 can be found from

/-u

Furthermore

11/ '2 Z ( 17dFo I II" (/o/-u;- -1")0'0
'dlL ':.:, ::: ..J.{j{....::.o__(..l'....-_Z--2-12..,-----'''-

;;to/ - fA. J
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J'. (t;"z.,u; - (-1-t(.)J1

+ (/-/_")2

+

=
t} - ~M-; _c% - t (/1
(j/_44.2) 2. tj,/_U Z)

From (3.19) to (3.21) incl. it follows that

+
q& - i(~ch

(~/_AA-/Z j/_ul.

Analogously F2 and F
3

can be evaluated (see appendix III)

The result is :

t~-J6--U/t -- "'/4(/; +
t;je,/-M 2)3

and
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6.1120 M.';J-2Jo~ "'d1
fjc,2_4-Lljl.

+
216~J M;Z - 2.101{0 ...ad! -S;60.u:t

fjP/- u 2)S +

-+
-s,tJ -I" YtfJoAIt +/20.AL~

(;j,,z- .M-:JJ

+

Substitution of (3.18), (3.22) to (3.24) incl. into (3.17) and (3. 16)

provides us an approximation for the radiation field of a corrugated

circular horn with large aperture and small flare angle. By applying

l' Hopitals rule several times it can be shown that

~

~ E(u) exists.
M-+jol

The radiated power per solid angle can be obtained from

7) 1. -I 2./-1/ l
r(~ tj') = 2 2.0 r E

The normalised radiated power per solid angle has been calculated

numerically in two different ways

1. the integral in (3.3) has been calculated by numerical

integration of real and imaginary part. Note that the

integration over f' can be done analytically.

2. the integral in (3.3) has been approximated and fot the

radiation field eq. (3.16) has been used with p = 0,

p = 1, p = 2 and p = 3.
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These calculations have been performed for a horn with lea = 12 and

ka = 18. The corresponding phase differences between the centre and

the rim of the aperture are 60,6 and 90,9 degrees respectively.

The results are collected in figures 3.b to 3.e incl. for the horn

wi th lea =12 and figures 3.f to 3.i incl. for the horn with lea = 18.

m each figure the curve obtained by numerical integration is plotted

together with the curve obtained with (3.16) where p = 0,1,2,3 in

figures 3.b,c,d,e and figures 3.f,g,h,i respectively. Note that for

p = 0 we are dealing with a waveguide radiator i.e. no phase distri

bution across the aperture.

From these figures the conclusion may be drawn that a very good

approximation for the radiation integral is obtained with p = 3 and

hence the radiation field of a corrugated circular horn with large

aperture and small flare angle can be approximated very well by :

where FO ' F1 ' F2 and F
3

are defined by equations (3.18), (3.22),

(3.23) and (3.24) respectively.

( 3.26)
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4. RADIATION FROM A CORRUGATED ELLIPTICAL HORN WITH LARGE APERTURE

AND SMALL FLARE ANGLE.

In the previous section we assumed that the amplitude distribution

of the electromagnetic field in the conical section was the same as

that in the waveguide. Additionally a phase distribution had to be

taken into account. When an elliptical horn is considered we proceed

in a similar way. It is assumed that the model developed in section 2.3

for the field in an elliptical waveguide is also valid for the ellip

tical horn as fa~ as the amplitude is concerned. Furthermore it is

assumed. as in the circular case. that in the conical section spheri

cal waves are propagating. Hence. for the phase difference between

the centre of the aperture 0 and a point Q = (x.y) in the aperture

we write (see fig. 4.a) :

.Atp'L (2 2, J2,:. Z ')
2 R Ii Cc-1 'I + .-c" V'V/A- t

!f'~
I
i
I
I

fig. 4.a Elliptical horn with large aperture and

small flare angle.
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The expression for the radiation field thus becomes ( see also (3.3)):

. I -j1cr
-" J4t. .e. V- '" A

£ (r:) =It" r (/+CcsB~ -CcSrAe +.>#..f( tl'f) E;, at·

In contrast with the situation in previous sections the integration

overr' cannot be carried out analytically. This causes a large increase

of numerical work when the integral in (4.2) must be computed numerically

unless we are able to find an approximate expression just as we did

for the circular horn. And indeed, the derivations can be made along

the same lines as for the circular case. We write
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/ Zll'

eo I . -It. pr~ 01.1 Pi! . jp(../txA.GoS'f'+ -i,.t~ If)
:= ~o Jo! (J 22) lo~t + ()~/.l 0 () ~ (Jo,fle f tip olAf'

(4.3)

The integral in (.1.3) is known from (2.3.8) and hence

~ r f/ ";/ Jf
FfJ').r) 0 2"J~'Pf,,) [;; f!(jp/' t~: +~ r" (4).1)

. { f -' . fJ[ a'lF;,_,t-ltlfl-"yJ ·/";-,(~IfI.JcYJ1}
:= lKj.,J,fjo,) 1;(JX1 Jy) + p=J fJ! (1;1) )~I(7. -4- )1; J

( 4.4)

~
where ~ = 212 .

) with

and

It turns out that the expressions for the consecutive terms cannot be

evaluated as easily as in the circular case. Therefore we will go

further into details here.

The function F is only a function of the variable
o

In order to find ?z~ )2~

F; =?l/Cz + ?J1./
it is allowed to make use of (3.13).

Furthermore

~zJ:.)(
-::.

J(~()l+ C.-Ity.t/ i
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Using (3.3) and (4.5) yields

d'2~ {({).«)2. (JM. )'} +
= ()M. 7. i5l; + /)l.ty

This can be written as (see appendix IV)

r I Z 2) { /I I 'j 1.( 2 21 {'" - I }T, = "2 (a+ -t / Fo + ;,z f;, + Zla.-.-t / Cos 14 Fa - ,Ll. "0

where"J! is defined in fig. 2.3.c.

From (4.7) the reason why it is no longer as easy as before to find

the next terms is obvious. The function F1 is not only a function of

the variable u but also of the variable I'f' which is in turn a function

of k and k • Therefore we have to consider the differentiations tox y
kx and ky• 'd 2,.e; aZ.f;
Hence for F2 we have f; = 'dlt; + J..I.c~
where F1 is given by (4.7). In shorthand notation we write

(4.6)

(4.8)

where and

are functions of u only.

Next
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,)2f;
A similar expression can be derived for ~

Therefore : 7

As F11 and F12 are functions of u only this can be written as :

(see appendix IV)

The differentiations to k and k in (4.10) can be carried out.
x y

(4.10)

2 J 2

Cost4 =
(f<Ko.) - ( y I.)

{JKal+ (l'l~l

JCoS 2"f; '-I fA. {llC o.){lyt/
l>lx ::

[(~a.)~( -tyJ,)'l]2.
•

)

and hence

- Lt-6 r1}(a./rhy,tJ
~ [(-,<"IA)'+{.ky'/')~lZ
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;z~ t'f :: "'aZ(jy.t)2[(.ltclA)~ (~yj,)2J -1ta2(..l)(a)2(Jy.i,) 2.

'dJc.: [(J<)(a.)2.+(~yJ.)2J3

d2
eoS 24 == _ Lt.-t2(Jl(a/[(J)(a./+(.Jyl)1 ~ 1b~ Z{Jx()..)2(~y-t)Z

VAcy" [(-k1C~) \ (-ty.t?] 3

Consider the last part of (4.10) :

Making use of (4.11) and (3.14) yields:
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Substitution into (4.10) yields for F2 :

have been calculatedand
I I 1 I

The functions F11 ± UF11
in appendix V.

As a result the radiation field of a corrugated elliptical horn can

be approximated by :

where
~(tI)

!:: ·2 z.
o jOi - 4-L
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+

+

The radiated power per solid angle is given by

In fig. 4.b and fig. 4.c the normalised radiated power per solid

angle obtained with (3.25) and (4.14) to (4.17) incl. is compared

with the result obtained by numerical integration of (4.2).
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A few remarks should be made here:

1. Though p~ 2 in (4.4) there is a good agreement with the result

obtained by numerical integration of (4.2)

2. The function F2 contains terms that are dependent of the variables

u, "It, k and k • This means that in order to find F
3

there isx y
a large increase of the number of terms and to evaluate them there

is a large increase of cumbersome algebra.

3. The approximated expression for the radiation from an elliptical

waveguide radiator is the same as the one for the radiation from

a circular waveguide radiator with appropriate radius (see (2.2.21)

and (2.3.11)). Such a similarity is not present when we are

dealing with a horn antenna.

4. When the radiated power is computed with the approximated expressions

there is a reduction in computing time of more than 500 times

compared with numerical integration. This is of great importance

when the secondary radiation pattern of a reflector antenna has

to be calculated as remarked earlier.

Results

Measurements of the corrugated elliptical horn antennas with regis

tration A142 and A143 were available. In table I the dimensions of

these antennas are listed.

A142 A1L13

Major axis 2a 114 mm 156 mm

Minor axis 2b 57 mm 52 mm

Length R 292 mm 442 mm

Table I Dimensions of two corrugated

elliptical horn antennas.

Also available were results obtained with the exact theory[S]

Comparisons with these data are made. In fig. 4.d and fig. 4.e the

results for A1L12 are presented.
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The measurements shown in fig. 4.d and fig. 4.e refer to the odd and

even mode. For the even mode the electric field vector is aligned along

the y' - axis while for the odd mode it is aligned along the x' - axis

(see fig. 4.f).

• I

I Y
I

-F--- x·...

.. '/'
I
I

/
X

-+

fig. 4.f Left: electric field vector for the even mode

Right: electric field vector for the odd mode

It should be noted that in theory there is no difference in the radiation

pattern for the odd and even mode. The corrugations however can only

approximate the boundary conditions (2.3.1). This approximation is

dependent on the frequency.

In fig. 4.g and fig. 4.h a comparison has been made with measurements

of hom A143. The differences between calculations and measurements

show the same tendency as in case of a waveguide radiator. The pattern

in plane 'P = 0 is too narrow and in plane t.p = 90 it is too wide.

It is obvious to introduce scale factors as we did for the elliptical

waveguide. In case of a horn antenna however we are not only dealing

with the amplitude of the radiation field but also with the phase which

is indicated by the complex expression (4.14).

The question to be asked is whether the curves of constant phase are

spheres or not. To answer this question we will consider fig. 4.i.

Point a is the centre of the aperture and P is a point on the axis of

the horn. Curve 1 is a sphere with radius r and centre O. Curve 2 is

a curve of constant phase. When the latter is a sphere with radius

(r+p) and centre 0' then p is constant. The distance QS (see fig. 4.i)
is directly proportional to the phase difference between P and Q.
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p

t

o
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0'

fig. 4.i Point 0 is the centre of the aperture

and point 0' is the phase centre.

The phase difference A<p -= ~Q. - cP p :: Ac.. QS (4. 18)
can be calculated from (4.14) as a function of e and hence QS can be

calculated as a function of e. Let QS = x(8 ). Applying the cosine

rule we find :

which gives

x(e)[lU~}+ 2.r]
p= 2.r-(J-COS~)+2 )(.{Q) c..o5~

In the far field region r is large and hence

1- cos e
Values of p have been calculated for horn A143 and it turned out that

p is not a constant. Hence it is not possible to define a unique phase

centre 0'. For small values of e however, p varies only a little.

This means that the curve of constant phase around e = 0 can be

approximated by a circle with radius (r+p) where p is the distance

between the centre of the aperture and the II phase CEntre "
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We have calculated p for horn A143 and compared with measurements.

From ch. 3 we know that scale factors for major axis and minor axis

must be introduced to find a good agreement with exact theory and

measurements as far as the amplitude is concerned. It appeared that

also a scaling of the length of the horn R is necessary to approximate

the position of the "phase centre: Results are tabulated in Table II

in which negative values of p indicate that the "phase centre" is

located outside the horn.

Plane l.f=0 Plane t.p = 90 I
freq. : 12 GHz model numerical measured model numerical measured

Iintegration integration

156
!2a = mm

2b = 52 mID 95 79 56 -1 0 12

R = 442 mID

2a'=0,95.(2a)

2b'=1,08.(2b) 67 59 56 0 0 12

R' = 1,1 • R

Table II Values of p in mm.

Next the radiation pattern has been calculated for A143 using scale

factors 0,95 , 1,08 and 1,1 for major axis, minor axis and length

of the horn respectively. The results are plotted in fig. 4.j and

fig. 4.k. Indeed, comparison with fig. 4.g and fig. 4.h shows that

improved results are obtained for the amplitude, especially for

plane ~ = 90. It turned out from some experiments that scaling of

major axis and minor axis only has only a little effect on the location

of the "phase centre". Hence it may be concluded from Table II that

scaling of the length of the horn is necessary too.

Finally we make a comparison with some results obtained with the

exact theory [5J • This concerns an elliptical horn with

major axis 2a = 117 mm

minor axis 2b = 58 mID

length R = 325 rom

These results are plotted in fig. 4.1 and fig. 4.m where no scaling has

been applied and fig. 4.n and fig. 4.0 when scale factors are used as

listed above.
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Conclusions

1. It is possible to find a closed expression with which the radiation

pattern of a corrugated elliptical horn with large aperture and

small flare angle can be approximated both in amplitude and in

phase. This expression offers a large reduction in computing time

needed to obtain numerical results.

2. It turns out that slightly better results are obtained, compared

with exact theory and measurements, when scaling is applied for

the dimensions of the horn. It has not yet been investigated how

these scale fa~tors must be chosen to obtain optimum results.

What can be said in general is that the major axis must be chosen

smaller and minor axis and length of the horn must be chosen lerger.

Scale factors of 5-10% must be applied for the aperture dimensions

and even more for the length of the horn.
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Appendix I

fig. 1a The primed vectors refer to the waveguide,

the unprimed vectors refer to the far field.

We start with eq.(1.2.8a)
., ..)1r- '1(" ..... \

..... -J 4{ e A if {.... A ... I\} J /I( a,..r" JECr) -= L;if-r- Q,. l( {'" JC E(r'J) - tlr x(.n)( to It (F"')/ e. dS
S4

The primed vectors refer to points in the aperture while the unprimed

vectors refer to points in the far field.

The vector nature of (1.2.8a) is determined by

(1.2)

Hence

and



Assume n= ~z
Then :
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-a..-.A -4-"
and E(r') and H(r') are expressed in carthesian coordinates.

Substitution of " ." "
a.~ : -~ tfax -+ CoS r ay

a~ = lA>~ (j CoS 'f ~ + Cas e~ r~ -~ B~
1\ "Gix, =Qx

" J\ay,= Q.y

into (1.4) yields :

- Htr =- Ey'~ Cf - Ex' CoJ rT ~o J.l.x' eo.s esM-. r -~ lIy' Ccl Bcos t

::. - ( Ex, + 2o J.t,/, Co~ G) Cos If - [ Ey' - 20 J.l.xl CDS ()) ~ t (1.5)

Finally we write



where
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Jet ~ ,J sAM eto5lf

J<y -= ~ ~ g .sM-t r

(1.6)

Substitution of (I.5) and (I.6) into (1.2.8a) yields

From (I.2) we know that

we find:
= and in a similar way as before

When the field components are expressed in cylindrical coordinates

we write for the tangential field

These vector components are related to the ones expressed in

carthesian coordinates by :

(1.9)
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~I = CoS r' t ro , - ~ r' Er ,

t
1
' :.~ y' Er, + C<;~ cr ' tl('

20 f-fx' =Co~ r' 20 I-fr' -~ r' i o 1-1,,'

to I-I~ I :.~ cr' -20 Ur' + CoS r' ia Nf '

Substitution into (I.5) yields:

(I.10)

- Hy :: - (CoS r' Er , -~ r' Eer' + e.-o.s BsA-v. r' 20 Hr , + CoS 8eos Cf'20 fir) CoS if +

- (~ r I £r' -+ Cos,,' Ey' - CcJ B4JS If'~o Ur, -+ (.1).5 gsiM (r'la #,,)~ Cf

=. fEr' - to Ur' (.oS g) Cos(r,- '1'') - (£r' - 20 Hr' c.os 9)~ ('f-fl~ (I.11)

Furthermore A. (~. r') -= Jrl~BCos('f-'f') (1.12)

Hence

.~ -j-ltr rr
EB =:~ er Jj f [Err +to J.lr' Cos e]eos lCf-r ') -r

SA

}
j -It. r 'JM-, BCoS ( if -if ~

+ [Er' -t:o H,., CoS eJ .sA..v, (If-yi) e r'c;t,-'o( 'f'

(I.13)
Similarly we find
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Appendix II

Consider a waveguide as depicted in fig. 1.3.a and assume that

the sources for the electromagnetic field are located at infinity.

Then Maxwells equations for the source free situation in the wave

guide read :

..J -.)

Vx E ::: -jw}lo H
~

fl· E -= 0

~

\j. H = 0

where a time dependence exp(jw t) is assumed•...
Because Q·E = 0 the electric field can be expressed in terms of...
a vectorpotential A •

m
Assume

(II.1.a)

(11.1.b)

(11.1.c)

(11.1.d)

...,) .....l

E ::: - j WP-o' \))( Am
...,) b t ~

With (II.1 .. a) we have flx H=...-k \Jx A~
Hence

where

where ~ m is a scalar function. From (n.1.b), (II.2) and (II.3)

we have

Making use of Lorentz' condition;

we find :

(11.4)

(II.5)

2~ 2-.1

\J ~Y'fl+~ ArYl =0 (II.6)

Let us confine ourselves to TE modes only because TM modes can be

treated similarly. For TE modes we have E , = a (11.7)
z
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From (II .. 2) :

so condition (II .. 7) can be satisfied when

Next we assume that waves are propagating in + ~ I direction ..
- z

(II .. a)

Then :

From (II.6)

(II..9)

(II.10)

(1I..11 )

From (11 .. 3) and (11 .. 5) we have:

Making use of (11.6) yields

This can be written as follows:
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L~__v--- --';I LI... y-----------.1

transverse axial
(11.14)

Equation (11.14) is composed of a transverse part and an axial part

as indicated. Hence :

-- Ira'
iiI: :: :!:. {f e V'i 4~ ()(; y~ (U.15)

Z , i)'c ' z tIl' z t r~1
fl2, =1 Afm (x) y') e - t7t ~ (JI.; YJe - 't ~"" (Jl;yJe

(11.16 )

For the electric field we write (see (11.2»

(U.17)



Appendix III

We start from eq. (3.22)

F: - p~~
1 - (j~/_ UZ) J

F2 is found from :

&l
2
F, I

,:; =UU2. + M.
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(III. 1)

Together with :

we find:

+ '2 "2
~, -AA.
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(III.2)

+

+ (-6J-G*J~7'J~(~~'"V~ (;~fi/-~,t/)(-t-a;'-'tj:)

(I/-A/"
+

+

32), -&0'«& - 2ltAtc7 +z.'IAA.J
+ {j,/,__{,/jJ

+ (III. 3)
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Combining (III.2) and (III.3) yields:

(III.4)

Next
r /I , I

TJ={ +U;; (rrI.5)

+ (-lbJl+{t+ ! ~J')(i/-,uV: (- 't-lt)(-litr 1-'0)(j,.~A Z;
(J,z-A4-V'-I
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2.ue& :It
+ ~;~J2 - f//--tt/

+

(III.6 )

+

+

+
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"',otfo~;Z 1.92CO A.;J, -3cfl(OM,:~Z + t.-tcJ'o"u~ -1,9200,,(,(, S;Z
- tj}_M2 jr + (~,.z_A.2)b

+

+

+ IfS1J - 2<"9~4 - Zll7'M.:t-rtylo~2t-I.rJt.tc.;;; -JJl'lMlt +vlo""tf
(j/_.,u2j 0/

+ zt/b-Io-a.j, -/t4-2~
(1'/-M/Z +

(III.7)
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Combining (111.5) , (111.6) and (111.7) yields:

+

-sltlc -tl(Jo,u) +/20.M-~ .leA _IZ,"ci! c:4.
+ (j/_A-tV 3

-;- (;i'/-,tlj2 - ~~Ml)
(III.8)
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AEpendix rr

Consider a function F which is only a function of the variable u
o

From (4.6) we know that

l

" ~~
where F = ..,. 1a u1£

, ~r:;,

and Fa = v"u
This can be written as :

+
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(1j(a./- (lt y1J/
U"a.) 2+ {lrJ.)2

Making use of fig. 2.3.c which defines the angle ~ yields :
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Appendix V

The function F
2

is given by eq. (4.13) so we have to evaluate

II I ' " -'- I
..;; !'~ f;., and f;;:t t.I ~

From (3.20) , (3.21) , (4.7) and (4.8) we find:

.
,)

(V.1 )

(V.2)

From (V.1)

+ f'fl/- itJ -'I'"J~('/~/-/"/)- (-VA) (It) - y.u;;)fi,,~,u2j _;/fj)-U)-(-2.tt)J
(1/- M') 'I (/c/-M}) 2.

_ tt,f,ttJ; /6-«;f-JA;I d~-/t'"~
- tj,z-.uV" + t;;;/---u/ J + ~l..MJJ +

-'tch-V~

{;;/---uV 2
+



"{, = +

=3~4A;,z .f- ,'t't.IA.1o-"'/~:t Igz~i ... /¥¥~/t +- 32vk-S6MJ - 2V.4.~
(j«l...u'S (/ot2._",,})'1 + {j/__,,/)4 (}/ t/)J

33lfM-~- (j/_AjS"

From (V.3) and (V.4) we find:



and
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£ " I ,
In a similar way we evaluate 12 :! M-;:;2 • From (V.2) :

(V.6)

+

Ib.uJ -2V.a~
(fi~2_A /)J +

(V.7)



1/

~=

+ (trJ'- it -6--u1/)fto/-A'/) 2_ (- y~)(trJ-{M./J(i/-..uJ -1

~Z_4Jr"

+ (v.s)

From (V.7) and (V.S) we find:
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and

+

iJ -Ii£- + t~;; ;!o-tt-!f-p!J+/b!J
+ (j/-..M.-jZ + (~~/_"""2)

(V.10)
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Appendix VI

Description of the computer program FEED

A computer program has been written in ALGOL 60 which computes the

normalised radiation pattern of a corrugated elliptical horn according

to the theory developed in chapter 4. In the following a brief description

will be given of the procedures that are used in the program.

1 Procedure TEXT

This procedure provides a standard text in the plot that is made

of the radiation pattern in two principal planes.

2 Procedure FEEDPATrERN

This procedure computes the normalised radiation field according

to (4.14)

f(u) = /+ coS ~

2

[ FoO.{) +j~ ~ (.u.) - i /!/Fz (.«)] (B) If)

[Fo (a) +J~ ~ lw- ip,2. F,. (lA.J] (0) f)

for a certain

3 Procedure POLE

This procedure computes the critical value e for which
p

M.:=~ $AN... 9p I (aC05'f) \ (.t~r) '2. I =!~, := 2
1
4048 2~~S11

For this value of 9 numerical difficul ties occur in procedure

1

FEEDPATTEfu~ because the functions Fo • F1 and F2 consist of terms

that are proportional to

where p is a constant.

field has to be computed

(
• Z 2.' P101 -AA. J

the radiationFor values of B around g
p

in a different way. This is done with the next procedure.

4. Procedure FEEDPATrERN2

This procedure computes F( u) for values of e for which /9- ep J <: qso
by means of linear interpolation between values of F(u) obtained
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with procedure FEEDPATI'""H'...J(N for 91 = e
p

- 10 and ~2 = 8p + 1
0

The interpolation has been performed for both amplitude and phase.

Required input - major axis in mm

- minor axis in mm

length of the horn in mm

- frequency in GHz

Output listing of the relative power and relative phase of the

electric field in two principal planes

- plot of the relative power in two principal planes.
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Summary

In this study a single offset parabolic reflector antenna system has

been considered in which a corrugated elliptical horn with large aperture

and small flare angle is used as a primary feed. For the calculation of

the co-polar radiation field of this antenna system we make use of the

aperture field version of physical optics which means that the field

distribution must be calculated in the projected-aperture plane. When

the reflector is in the far field region of the feed the aperture field

can be calculated from the radiation field of the feed. The calculation

of the radiation field of either the feed or the entire system involves

a two-dimensional integration. However, when making some approximations

it will be shown that the numerical -integration can be avoided which

provides a large reduction in computing time. In part I a model has been

developed for the corrugated elliptical horn with large aperture and

small flare angle and closed expressions have been derived which

approximate the radiation field quite well. Especially these expressions

are responsible for the gain in computing time needed for the calculation

of the secondary radiation pattern.

In part II it has been described that the secondary radiation field is

given by a two-dimensional Fourier integral when the aperture field

method is used. This integral can be solved efficiently for an arbitrary

point in the far field by making use of Fast Fourier Transform in

conjunction with a sampling-like technique.

Finally software has been developed for design purposes of an offset

reflector antenna with elliptical or, as a special case, circular cross

section. A corrugated elliptical or circular horn with large aperture and

small flare angle can be used as a primary feed.
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Introduction

Developments in space technology in the past decennia have offered

the possibility to bring a satellite into geostationary orbit. Hence,

the position of the satellite is, within certain limits, fixed relative

to an arbitrary point on earth. Moreover a large part of the earth can

be seen from the satellite so one satellite is able to cover the same

area on earth as an extensive terrestrial communications network.

For these reasons the geostationary orbit is very attractive. It is

obvious however that the positions in this orbit are a limited natuml

resource because high antenna sidelobes of earth terminals are a

limiting factor and, in reversed direction, high sidelobes of the

antenna on board of the satellite can cause interference on earth.

Another limited resource is bandwidth which is required in order to

transmit information. As the amount of information to be transmitted

is still increasing and the radio spectrum is almost fully utilised

wi th the present state of technology, new communication techniques

must be developed to make more efficient use of the radio spectrum.

One of these techniques is frequency reuse. By means of two orthogonal

polarisations on the same frequency the transmission capacity can be

doubled. Therefore the antennas must have good cross-polar properties

in order to achieve a good isolation between the orthogonal polarisations.

Especially for satellite broadcasting applications, for which a number

of channels have been assigned to each country by the World Administrative

Radio Conference in 1977, the cross-polar properties of the satellite

antennas are important. But also as far as the co-polar radiation is

concerned severe requirements are imposed on antennas. Besides tech

nical reasons (e.g. avoidance of interference with terrestrial networks)

also political reasons played an important role because it is easy to

cover also a foreign country with the antenna beam which is often not

desired by all parties. Therefore the WARC 77 has drafted an inter

national plan for future satellite broadcasting services in which also

requirements imposed on satellite antennas are formulated.

The coverage of the european countries for future satellite broad

casting will be obtained by a number of circularly polarised elliptical
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Footprint of three

european beams.

fig. 1

beams. The ratio between the beamwidths is determined by the shape

of each country and the position of the satellite in the geostationary

orbit. The beams for France, Germany and Italy are illustrated in fig. 1

A possible satellite antenna, satisfying

the WARC 77 specifications consists of a

parabolic reflector with elliptical

cross-section and a feed system with an

elliptical beam. A feed system which

produces an elliptical beam with a circu

larly polarised radiation field is the

corrugated elliptical horn antenna. The

theory of the corrugated elliptical wave

guide radiator has been developed rather

well. The electromagnetic fields in the

corrugated elliptical waveguide are des

cribed in terms of series of Mathieu

functions of several kinds. This implies

that the computation of the radiation

field of a corrugated elliptical waveguide radiator is a complicated

matter. The same observations can be made with resp.ect to the corrugated

elliptical horn antenna with small flare angles. In this case one has to

apply a quadratic phase distribution over the aperture. Due to the com

plicated nature of the electromagnetic fields, the computation of the

radiation pattern in the two cases mentioned above, have often been

restricted to the two orthogonal planes ~ = 0 and ~ = 90. Calculation

of the radiation field of the feed requires a two-dimensional integration

of the aperture field which is described in terms of series of Mathieu

functions. In part I of this study approximate expressions will be

derived in order to calculate the radiation field of a corrugated

elliptical hom antenna in an arbitrary point in the far field region

without a two-dimensional integration.

In the design of a reflector antenna which can be used for satellite

broadcasting, one has to apply a reflector with elliptical cross-section.

A corrugated elliptical horn can be used as a primary feed. In order to

achieve the required sidelobe and cross-polar specifications an offset

reflector antenna has been investigated in part II as far as the co-polar

radiation is concerned. In order to compute the radiation pattern of
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1. THE OFFSET PARABOLIC REFLECTOR ANTENNA

1.1 Introduction

The offset reflector antenna has some advantages over its axisymmetric

counterpart. First and foremost, the offset reflector antenna reduces

aperture blocking effects. Aperture blocKing by a primary feed or a

subreflector, with their supporting struts, leads to scattered radiation

which results in a loss of system gain on the one hand and a general

degradation in the suppression of sidelobes and cross-polarised radiation

on the other. These latter effects are of great importance for satellite

broadcasting for which low sidelobe levels are required to avoid inter

ference and low cross-polar levels are needed for good isolation between

orthogonal hands of polarisation.

In order to calculate the secondary radiation field either the surface

current or the aperture field version of physical optics may be used. In

the former case, the geometrical-optics approximation of the surface

current density is integrated over the reflecting surface 81 (see fig.1.1.a),

in the latter the geometrical-optics approximation of the aperture

field is integrated over the projected aperture S2 which is, in our

case, assumed to be an ellipse.

\

\

\

\
\

\
\

\

------ -::...,...;--.........::- -

-- - -- - -~......-_~- -

fig. 1.1.a Reflecting surface S1 and projected aperture S2

Often the projected aperture is taken in the plane which contains the

focal point F. The reflected field however diverges from the reflector

surface (as in the surface current version) while in the aperture field
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method it is assumed to diverge from tie ~rojected aperture. Therefore

at wide angles from the boresight, e~ ~F radians where F is the focal

length of the paraboloid and D is the largest dimension of the aperture,

the predictions obtained with the two techniques differ and these

differences tend to increase with increasing reflector curvature [9]) [2]

For projected aperture diameters exceeding 20 wavelengths, the two

methods provide virtually identical predictions for the co-polarised

fields over the main lobe and first four or five sidelobes [8] ~]
Under these circumstances the technique which is more convenient

analytically and computationally can be employed. Therefore the aperture

field method, which involves an integration over a planar surface, will

be used to predict the co-polarised field. However, as we shall see later,

no information can be obtained about the cross-polarised field in case

of circular polarisation.

1.2 The offset reflector geometry

The geometry of a single offset parabolic reflector is shown in fig. 1.2.a

- - - - - - --- - - - - - - -~----....;;-=--- - -- - - - - -

"a J:E:---;.,.L..~z
F

fig. 1.2.a The offset reflector geometry

The basic parameters of the reflector are shown as the focal length F

of the paraboloid, the offset angle e , the half angle etli
subtended

o
at the focus by points P and Q on the reflector rim and the dimension

d in the plane of symmetry. The symmetrical coordinates are defined as

pi, eI , if' with associated carthesian coordinates x', y' , z' •

The coordinates of the offset coordinate system with inclined z-axis

are denoted as f. e, If and x,y, z respectively. For convenience
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the two carthesian coordinate systems are drawn in a different way in

fig. 1.2.b.

, Zl
,/

,/
,/

y, y'

\

\
\

\
\

\
\

A "\ay.: Q.y \

,/

\ //

L/
l \'- __

\
\
\
\

a~ ~
\Q
\0

\ I

\ /
I I ) -_" // ~ I'I'" ..... -...... \ I

.< - - - - - - - - - - - - - --=---~Ix
~

/ a.x
/

/
I

/

fig. 1.2.b Symmetrical coordinate system (x',y',z')

Offset coordinate system (x,y,z)

From this figure it can be derived that :

,
III f = f and hence

With (1.2.1) :

and hence

Cos r/ : u;S Qeos 90 - ~ BGoSCf~ 90

I

~{)~y/=~e~'f
I* y=y
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The distance from the reflector focus to a point on the parabolic

reflector surface (p) is given by :

2F
f = 1+ CoS el

Applying (1.2.2) this can be written as

p= zF

The dimension d of the projected aperture in the plane of symmetry

and the distance between the focal point F and the centre x of theo
projected aperture are given by (see appendix I)

Finally the next relations between the various coordinate systems

exist:

a~ ::~ Qc.oS lfax + s.1M. ()~ 'f a~ + CoS /} Q~
It. f)" .... f\"
tl~ =CaS t1 CoS ep a;( + CoS 9~ r a! -~ l>"'Q2
~ ~ It.

elr ~ -~ Cfax + CoS r ay

" " A. 1\ax =~ ()Co5 r 'lr + 60S eCo~ 'f ae -~ r a'f
1\ 1\ 1\ "-

ay:: ~ ~ ~r Q,..+ CoS e_~r C(B +CoS r ay,
~ A Aac :: CoS () ar - ~ G as

(1.2.8)
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A A. . b. "a.. :: tcS eo e::t. - ~ 0 a~,x J(

,4, "Qy= a.y'
1\ 1\ 1\

at = ..kM.. 90 Ox' + CoS ()o ai' (1.2.11)

... 1\ 1\

at' = Cos ~o ax + J.tM. 90 C<e
... 1\

ay' :. Qy
A ." 1\

4
2

, =- ,S.(M. eo QJ( + eos 90 Qa

1.3 The projected-aperture fields

The tangential electric field distribution in the aperture plane of
-"

the offset reflector E can be approximated by assuming an optical
a

reflection of the incident primary feed field. If the incident primary

field at the reflector is taken as the radiation field of the feed,

this can be written as :

It is assumed that the focal point, which acts as or~g~ for the

coordinate systems, coincides with the centre of the aperture of the

feed and that the axis of the feed is aligned along the inclined

z-axis. Therefore the radiation field of the feed is expressed in

offset coordinates (x,y,z). For the reflected field at the reflector

surface we may write [9]

E~ -"f. + 2 tPt ( t ·~)r- l. L

where ~ is a unit vector perpendicular on the reflector surface.

"'"

'-F

1\
fig. 1.3.a Unit vector n perpen-

dicular on the reflec

tor surface
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It is a well known property of a paraboloidal reflector that rays

departing from the focal point are reflected parallel to the axis of

the axisymmetrical paraboloid. Therefore we may write (see fig. 1.3.a)

A "" a..··a. 2 ,
/J1..:. - " "Iql"d ae, I

Making use of (1.2.9) we write

"'" , I 1\ , I "( ') "a.r, + a~, :: ~ 9 c.os ep ~, -+ J..iM. (} JfA,.. 'f ayf + If CoS () J a.~ I

Hence Iart + aa'! :: J2, (1+wJ Q:> I

Together with (1.2.2) we find

lar,+~,)={ir

where t ~ 1+ CoS () £:os Bo - ~ /) Cos " ~ 90

Therefore we write

" 1\

A aI" + Q~'
-M-= {it

Substitution of (1.3.1) and (1.3.8) into (1.3.2) yields



(see fig. 1.2.b )
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where use has been made of t I = t
r r

Making use of the relations between the two coordinate systems involved

( eq. (1.2.9) to (1.2.12) incl.) we can find the reflected field at the

reflector surface (see appendix II)

... ~ A "

Er :: f rltt at' + Eryl 0..,' + £r~/ a2 ,

£,., = 2~ .e-j..lp[{ s..:...B sM... Bo- ees 'I'(1+Col Bc.n ~o)J1)9 -+

+1~ 'f ( Cas e+ CoS 9C) }AIf J

fry' =zJ: e.-i~t [{ -~'f( icl B+ ees eo)} Il9 +

+ J~ &s..:... 90 - LoS 'f (1-+ LoS (} CDS e.) f /J.,)

and

Next we assume that in the projected-aperture plane (focal plane)

the amplitude of the reflected field is the same as at the reflector

surface and only a correction in the phase has to be made in order to

find the field in the projected aperture. Hence this field is given by

tQ, \
I(

Ea. ,y

::

2F

where C1 :: JAM. B~ &0 - CoS If (1 + cos ~ cos &0)

S1 = SiM-lf (Gos e+ Cos eo)
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In order to calculate the radiation field of the offset antenna system

we introduce a new coordinate system

" "
....

" .... .... ....
........... 'P

I
I
t
I

"0'~l('QI ' ,.
Qy'

fig. 1.3.b Projected-aperture plane and definition

of the coordinate system (~x" , ~y" , €zlt)

In fig. 1.3.b the former symmetrical coordinate system (~ , , ~ , , ~z')
x Y

is drawn together with the new coordinate system (f. It , f. It , f. " ).x y z
The projected-aperture field expressed in the latter coordinates can

be written as :

~I/ -j24.F C1 51 ! 4~)( e
::. 2.F (1.3.14)

fa " 51 - C1 A'fy

The field outside the projected aperture is assumed to be zero.
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When the primary feed is circularly polarised, which is from now on

assumed, the vector components of its radiation field are related to

each other by

where the upper sign holds for left-hand circular polarisation and the

lower sign holds for right-hand circular polarisation. Substitution of

(1.3.15) into (1.3.14) yields

-jzlF
~t": eZF (C1 -.!: j S1 ) !J ~

-j2.J.F

Ea. y" = e2.F ( 51 :; iCt ) f)&

where C1 and S1 are defined in (1.3.13).

From "(1.3.16) it can be seen that

Because of the geometrical optics approximation we find

A _ A

== - Eay" a.t " + Cal'" ((7"

+ '( '" [, ")
'=' -! Eo.'t" ax" + ~y /I ay"

,-lI;- t! £4.

Hence

7 T 'r -
z:.o IIa. /I =- J Ca " = c~ "Y 7 x
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The fields given by (1.3.16) and (1.3.19) are the projected-aperture

fields that must be substituted into eq. (1.2.10) of part I.in order

to find the radiation field of the antenna system.

When the spherical coordinates belonging to the far field are given by

(r ,'+, ~ ) the radiation field of the entire system is given by

,i-k -e-j-l... :;:jp (( j{~"X"+J:ylH/,), /I

£4 = 't1f r {1+ to54} e )J Fax" e dx dy

As we shall see later can be derived from

where A is the far field component of the primary feed.

Finally from (1.3.20) it can be seen that

(1.3.21)

which means that the secondary radiation field is circularly polarised

too. Hence there is no reflector-introduced cross polarisation.

1.4 A corrugated elliptical horn used as a primary feed in a single

offset reflector antenna system

In this section expressions for the radiation field of an offset

antenna system in which a corrugated elliptical horn is used as a

primary feed, will be derived. For the radiation field of this feed

we make use of the approximate expression (4.14) of part I. In order

to generate circular polarisation we apply two different modes that
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are perpendicular to each other and have a phase difference of 90 degrees

as described in part I. Hence we find with (4.14) of part I :
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From (1.4.1) and (1.4.4) it can be seen that

This means that the radiation field on axis of the feed is not well

defined. Therefore we write

where A is a constant which is proportional to the field strength ono
the axis of the horn. Together with eq. (4.2) of part I it can be seen

that I l7( . Jpt z Z f I 2 • Z I)

i f 'I . -j "i'i' (a c.es If r -6 j,yh Y' 1

lio =1 r/D{;,,!)e t«t4lr (1.4.8)
DO

Hence the projected-aperture field is given by

When the feed is shifted along the inclined z-axis and the centre of

the aperture of the horn does not coincide with the focal point then
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the origin of the coordinate system in which the radiation field of the

horn has been calculated, does not coincide with the origin of the

offset coordinate system. This gives rise to a difference in the pro

jected aperture field both in amplitude and in phase. The differences

in amplitude will be small and the effect upon the predicted radiation

field of the overall antenna will be negligible for most practical

purposes [aJ . However, the shift of the feed will modify the phase

term in (1.4.9) and this will significantly change the overall radiation

field. In fig. 1.4.a F is the origin of the offset coordinate system,

0' is the origin of the coordinate system in which the radiation field

of the feed is described and P is an arbitrary point on the reflector

surface. From this figure it can be seen that the difference in path-

length between O'P and FP is

approximately Az cos f). This gives

rise to a phase difference k.1z cos e.

e
fig. 1.4.a Feed displacement Az

Hence

[!;'+Jjl;-#.;tf; ](B'If)

[~-r);3F, - ill f;] (0) If)

This expression must be substituted into (1.3.20). In order to

evaluate the integral numerically we must be able to calculate E "
ax

in an arbitrary point (x',y') in the projected aperture (see fig. 1.4.b).

The reflector surface is in the (x'.y',z') coordinates described by
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For an arbitrary point (x', y') in the projected aperture we can find

that particular point P on the reflector surface where a ray must be

reflected in order to arrive in (x',y') after reflection.

\2
\

\
\

\
"-\

\ "- Xo
\ "-
\
\
\

\ \
\ \

,I

~

fig. 1.4.b Offset parabolic reflector and projected aperture.

By applying (1.4.11) we find that point P is given by

In the (x',y',z') coordinates the in clined z-axis can be described

by
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'" (~Oo)
The scalar product of 4.t ... c.o~ go

can be written as

(~,:)and OP :' l2

where {1 is the angle between OP and the inclined z-axis.

From (1.4.14) we find:

As Xl, y' and z' are known from (1.4.12) , we find

From it follows that

where g is given by eq. (1.4.16). These values of e and <f must be

substituted into (1.4.10) with which the reflected field E " isax
known in (x', y').

Summarizing :
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j:J JJ 2. CQS B 1+CoS f} [Fo +j~ F; -11/f;J({), 'f}
. e 2 [FoTjiJF;-1t12fzJ(()~Y')

II I
X ;:. X

'I ,

y =- 'I
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2. FAR FIELD COMPUTATION USING FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM IN CONJUNCTION

WITH A SAMPLING TECHNIQUE

2.1 Introduction

From (1.4.18) it can be seen that the secondary radiation pattern

is given by a two-dimensional Fourier integral. The integration is

taken over the physical aperture on which the aperture field distri

bution Eaxlf, (Xlf,ylf) is given. When this aperture distribution is known

in an arbitrary point (x ", YIf) of the aperture it will be shown in

section 2.2 that there is a relation between the aperture field in

discrete points and the Fourier transform, and hence the secondary

radiation pattern, in discrete points of the far field. The latter

can be calculated numerically with a technique which is known as

Fast Fourier Transform. In order to apply this technique it is

necessary to define a rectangle which encloses the physical aperture.

How the secondary radiation pattern is calculated in discrete points

using FFT will be described in section 2.2. An extension of this tech

nique which provides the possibility to calculate the secondary

radiation pattern in an arbitrary point of the far field will be

described in section 2.3 •

2.2 Application of the Fast Fourier Transform

Consider the Fourier integral

1- jOtJfll<l j{tIC X + l y y)
FI KjiY)=_co_oo!{Jl,y).e. tZxdy (2 .. 2.1)

which is proportional to the secondary radiation pattern. If the

aperture distribution f(x,y) is non-zero on a rectangle depicted

in fig. 2.2.a and f(x,y):O outside, then the integration can be

confined to -~A ~ x ~ ~A

-~B ~ y ~ ~B

Hence
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fr\'"
11.1"\
I 2'"

I
I
I

'"""'" --1_

\

I

i

l-iA
I

iB-----...:;;..y

fig. 2.2.a Rectangle which encloses the

projected aperture.

Next we define a new function

CoO eo

A 2.. L ((J<.+,-li) y+sB)
1"':-&04 $:- ..

which is periodic. Hence we may write

W .." '( 21tr)( 2~SY)

I ....!- ~ ~ Fe 2.rrt 2.Sif) -J R + .0

(x.)y) = I;B ~ ~co fl' B e.
Fi( 2t"Tf 2Sl't)

where T >T is the Fourier transfonn of the function f( x, y) ,

which we want to calculate, in a particular point (Acx ,l'f)= ( 'Arr
) Z;,1f )

Introduce two arbitrary integers N and Mand define

B
b=M

Then with integers p and q

ZitJq,~)
+ B

2lfS'l. )
+ M

This infinite series summation cannot be calculated. Therefore we change
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the summation variables and define

r=m+cN

s=n+dM

with °~ m ~ N-1

°~ n ~ M-1

c,d = •••• ,-1,0,1, ••••

Substitution into (2.2.1) yields a relation between the aperture field

in discrete points and the secondary radiation field in discrete points

_j( 2/J!M + 2n;{M.) -J (2 ilj'C -I- 2Jiq c:()
. e . e.

,( z/7jJhJ Z:J -n _,
-j N + I

'e

j.J-l H-I . _("oJ')') +~ II-. L I F( 21( 21T) -J 21t. N M./
- AB A?? A ) Ih B e (2.2.9)

~:::'Q 11=0

where

Hence is a periodic function. Note that I(pll) q.l)
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can be calculated exactly from (2.2.3) because f(x.y) = 0 outside

the rectangle depicted in fig. 2.2.a •

If O~ p~ N-1 and O~ q ~M-1 (2.2.11)

then a set of M.N linear equations is obtained from which F(m ~ ) n 2;)

has to be solved for 0 ~ m ~ N-1

o ~ n ~ M-1

Therefore we write eq. (2.2.9) in another way:

M-I . ZiTi'"__ ~ C -J M

~o pn e

where

The equations t2.2.12) and t2.2.13) are known as Discrete Fourier Series

pairs (DFS-pairs) [5. p 79)J.
Consider a DFS-pair (a .A ) :m n

N-I . 2Tt ltd'
, ('\ -J N

a~ = L.- NY) e. (2.2.14)
""~o

in which the numbers a • 0 ~ m ~ N-1 are given. then the solutionm
of A is given by

n

( see appendix III )

Hence from t2.2.12) we find
M-l .J 277"9."

C :: ~ L f(f{L) q,-t) e M
pn 1.;:0

for 0 ~ p ~ N-1

o ~ n & M-1

From (2.2.13) we find an approximation for the radiation field

in

( 21T .... ~) •
~ ~ )" B •
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N-I J' Zifpt\lt
I /IJ

= AI ~ Cpn e (2.2.16)

(2.1..15') 1
..--;.--

MN

. - (..IE.!!:!... .!J,..!J...)
J2 1l N -+- M

e

F( ZTr 2IT)
The algorithm with which C and 111-;lf, n 8 can be calculatedpn
efficiently, is known as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.

A few remarks still have to be made. From (2.2.5) , (2.2.6) and

(2.2.10) we know that

C4 eo

r( EJ.. Z7'f) '" " L (2fr 27rN n E!.. + d 21TM)rl ~ A ) n B = L L I h't A +c Il) 8 B
c=-Co d:-I»

If a) F(kx,ky) = 0 for Ikx I, IkyI> W which means that the function

f(x,y) is bandlimited with bandwidth W

b) 27rN > 2 "vJ 21t M > 2 'W
~ ) B

'then

If f(x,y) is not bandlimited there is an overlap of several lobes of

F(k ,k) which is responsible for the difference between F(k ,k )x y ~ x _vl-,-__~

and F(k ,k ). Application of FFT then leads to an error because F(k ,k )
x y x Y

is calculated instead of F(k ,k ). This error is known as "aliasingx y
error". From (2.2.17) another disadvantage of the use of Discrete

Fourier Series and Fast Fourier Transform is evident. Apart from the

aliasing error the Fourier transform F(k ,k ) can only be calculated

(
,Tr 2lt')X Y

in discrete points (kx,ky) ="" 1f> 4'l B .
In our case the Fourier transform is proportional to the secondary

radiation field. Hence this can be calculated for only a few points

per lobe. In order to increase the number of these points we can

increase A and E. In fact we make use of a virtual aperture which is
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larger than the physical aperture. The aperture distribution outside

the physical aperture is assumed to be zero. As a consequence the

number of samples M.N must be chosen larger otherwise the spacing

between the lobes of F(k ,k ) decreases (see eq. (2.2.5), (2.2.6) andx y
(2.2.10)) and therefore the aliasing error increases. In practice

much of the gain in computing time obtained by using FFT is lost as

a consequence of a large number of linear equations.

Another technique which makes use of the advantages of FFT and

provides the possibility to calculate the radiation field in an

arbitrary point in the far field will be described in the next section.

2.3 Whittaker-Shannon interpolation expansion to compute the secondary

radiation pattern at an arbitrary observation angle.

This technique is based on the two-dimensional sampling theorem.

The coefficients of the interpolating functions are obtained by

periodically sampling the secondary radiation pattern at intervals

determined by the aperture dimension or can be computed using Fast

Fourier Transform. The interpolating functions differ from the

standard sinc(x) functions from the sampling theorem. Consider the

projected aperture of the offset antenna described in chapter 1.

This projected aperture, which is an ellipse, is enclosed by a rectangle

as depicted in fig. 2.3.a •

If\ X"
I

'iR
I
I
I

J..B "
---+--------~y

I
I

l-iR
I
I

fig. 2.3.a The elliptical projected-aperture is

enclosed by a rectangle.
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The aperture distribution is given by a function E ,~x",ytt)ax
(see eq. (1.4.20» which is zero outside the ellipse. Next we define

a function f(xtt,ytt), which is in general non-zero outside the ellipse

but zero outside the rectangle, and a truncation function R(x",ytt)

such that

L (I/ "1 _ 7«"" ") -{(kif ")Ca~ 11 )() y / _ A. I Y J Y
00 00

The periodic function i("N.'~ y"):. ..f:-o<l ~-1 (-x"+ rAJ y"+ S B)
is expandable into a Fourier series (see eq. (2.2.4».

As f(x",y") = 0 outside the rectangle the equation

E ( " ") "1)( H If\ {I' "1ax" )() y = "- )() yJ - l)( ) Y I

is valid. Together with (2.2.4) we have

Fourier transforming (2.3.2) and using the shift theorem, we obtain

IV

where R is the Fourier transform of the truncation function R. The

coefficients .J.... F( '2.it 'Z.U)
1J8 r"'A, S (3

can be calculated approximately with FFT as described in the previous

section. In that case however

"0 co

I Ft Zl[ 2.7r) ~ \" -'-F( Vi 2-TiN ZIT ZTf!'1)
IJB m, A.J M B =c~ ~_(l4AB tht 7f +c. A ) m B + 01. B

is calculated instead of
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When M and N are chosen appropriately then the aliasing error will be

small and

To determine the coefficients Fnm we make use of existing FFT-procedures [b]
These procedures start with a DFS-pair as in eq. (2.2.14) where the

summation variable satisfies 0 ~ n~ N-1 •

In the two-dimensional case we have 0 ~ p ~ N-1

o ~ q ~ M-1
which means, see eq. (2.2.9), that the samples are taken in only one

quadrant. The consequence of this asymmetric sampling is explained in

the next one-dimensional example. Consider a function f(t) as depicted

in fig. 2.3.b(1) whose Fourier transform must be calculated in discrete

points (fig. 2.3.b(2)). For application of FFT we define a periodic

function

This function is sampled which makes the Fourier transform, which is a

discrete spectrum, periodic (fig. 2.3.b(4)). For FFT only the samples

in interval I are used and after FFT the Fourier coefficients in interval II

are obtained. As the Fourier spectrum is periodic the coefficients in

interval III can be reconstructed. In the two-dimensional case, samples

are taken in rectangle I as depicted in fig. 2.3.c and after FFT the

Fourier coefficients in rectangle II can be reconstructed.

< >

o 1 2 •• '" •• ij-l

3-

I
-I >

fig. 2.3.b Consequence of asymmetric sampling.
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X"
I
I

---1------- ------...;--------- -:- __

" \

"I '\
\
I

)

- _. -- ......
"I

-- -
/

I
\

"

"--t--T----+---~_+_...L..--.J----;-I-+~ 't
/ I

L__"':::::j:::::=--~l -- --- -- I- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -~
1I I

I

fig. 2.3.c Samples are taken in rectangle I.

Fourier coeff. in rectangle II have to

be calculated.

I 2l( 2R")
With FFT however only M.N values of i=iB F(I»t/f, M B

can be obtained i.e. -N/2 ~ m ~ Nj2 -1

-M/2 ~ n ~ M/2 -1

Hence the infinite series in (2.3.4) must be truncated which yields

,.., ~-, ~/z.-I ,-..J _

J J ~ oc::;- - '211 1. Len)
Ea.I1(-1l)()-It.y)~L L- Frnn f.(.1<lC.-/JMA> y- (2.3.8)

x ""=_~ ,,=_ ~
Next we make a choice

Assume R(X",y") = 1

= 0

for the truncation function R(X",ylf) •

inside the ellipse

outside the ellipse

Hence the function f( x ", YII) is given by (1.4.20) • also outside the

ellipse 1For the Fourier transform of the truncation function we write

/V ~~ J(~XIl-+~yy")
1 (J(lC,ly) = ~(Jr.': ylt) e- dx /fdy" ()2.3.9

elli.psr..

Making use of the transformation
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In fig. 2.3.d we define an angle '+

l'- ~ ~ k1B

fig. 2.3.d Definition of ~

From this figure we find

i J
x
A= J,.....(i-~-x~-)-2..,.-(-j-ly-B-02.""'" Cos-4

i ~'1 B: J(!J.ct{J,r-+(~"'yB)'I ~4

Substitution into (2.3.11) yields

/OJ I J'Jur j (t ~"',ll);' (f 1'1 Bj 2. J (J U;JS l f'-~)
R(~l(J~)" "448 e f of/fir I

o 0

=ii/18. 211 j;. N(f.J..fj)~ (iJ,B) ,»f ctp
o

,
= r;!fB· 2if .

~ (1(i~/})~a~B)2.')

yfiJx/j) 2+ ffJcyB)'- I

Substitution of (2.3.13) into (2.3.8) yields

t(V(ikxA- ~i[)~ (i~b- ~Tf/)
{(~.kv. A- ~rr?+ (i kyb- I) rr)2. '

(2.3. 14)
where F is obtained with Fast Fourier Transform.

ron

As ~x = .J.~ """ CoS ~

and h~= ~ ~4 S~~
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the Fourier transform of the aperture distribution, and hence the

secondary radiation field, is known at an arbitrary observation angle

from (1.4.18), (1.4.19) and (2.3.14).

2.4 Directivity

The directivity D of the entire system is defined by

D P(~~)~r
sysil.'hl = '"P. ,I

"/~7f

where p{"I: <p) is the radiated power per solid angle in the direction

('+, ~) and Pr is the overall radiated power by the primary feed.

The latter is found by integrating Poyntings vector over the radiating
~ r~ ""*jsurface which in our case is an ellipse. Poyntings vector S =~ RelE x H .(2.4.2)

Together with eq. (2.3.4) of part I this can be written as

for circular polarisation.

Hence the radiated power is given by

p~ = if 5.~ d5
1,U,i..p£&.

,
= "10"' ~2o.L.vr.j)'rj,f}fdf

o

-I 2 I (2 2 I)
- lo Eo at. 21[· :2 (~r;)-;: (f,);
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The radiated power per solid angle is given by

for circular polarisation. Substitution of (1.4.18) and (1.4.20)

into (2.4.5) yields :

where

(see eq. (1.4.8») and PFFT( , ) can be written as
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Substitution of (2.4.4) and (2.4.6) into (2.4.1) yields for the

directivity

2

a~Ao R. 4 )
= It AIfFJ/(!~) ~r:T ( ) cP hlll)(

It should be noted that the FFT-procedures calculate [b]
I - N-I H-I j211(~ + ..i!!.)

liB ~n =~ to t(fJ~, q.t) e N H

instead of

(- J ~' ~ f J2![(1J' -+- ~)
48 ~n = HN f;: q:o (pa,fi'/') e

The factor M~N is not important when the normalised radiated power

is calculated but must be taken into account for the
'PC't, ep)
'"PC4) r£)~A)(

calculation of the directivity.

In a similar way the directivity of the feed can be calculated.

radiated power per solid angle from the feed is given by

The

As we lmow that we find

(2.4.10)
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Substitution into

D w _ y~ (~/lf)"'"lt
I - 1?/4Tr

where P is given by eq. (2.4.4) , yields
r

(2.4.11)

a..t
Ao

2

J)!<uI.::: ).. 'Z 07,\/0,) (2. 4.12)

Finally an expression for the aperture efficiency of the overall

antenna system will be derived. The aperture efficiency ~ is

defined

where D . is the directivity when the projected aperture is
UlU

illuminated uniformly. It can easily be shown that

1.t7t
D \2 • CLr!a..

14V\i.:: 1\

for an elliptical aperture with major axis B and minor axis A.

Hence

2.5 Beamsquint

It is well known that the maximum of the radiation pattern of an

offset reflector antenna does not occur for ~ = 0 in case of a

circularly polarised primary feed. From (1.4.18) it can be seen that

the secondary radiation field is given by a Fourier integral of the

aperture field distribution. Together with (1.4.20) and omitting some

factors that are not important for the integration, the aperture field

caused by a circularly polarised primary feed can be written as

where F(g ,~) is in general a complex function (e.g. for the corrugated

elliptical horn) but in many cases is a real function. For convenience
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we consider a case in which F(e,lf) is real. Then (2.5.1) can be

written as

S, (BItt)
where Sl ~ au-ian c, (~ If)

From (1.4.17) it can be seen thate.p chamges to -If when y' is changed

to -y' (see fig. 1.4.b) From (1.3.13) it follows that C
1
(B,'f) is an

even function and S1(e , If) is an odd function of the variable t.p •

Hence Jl is an odd function of'f and hence of y'. This means that

relative to the plane of symmetry there is an odd phase distribution

across the aperture which causes a beamsquinting effect in plane gp = 90.

The general complex nature of F(e , <f) will not effect the beamsquint

qualitatively.

The odd phase distribution which exists across the large size of the

aperture, is not present in a plane perpendicular to the major axis.

Therefore in the plane of asymmetry no beamsquint will occur due to

a circularly polarised primary feed. In this plane another effect

causes a beamsquint. This squint occurs when the primary radiation

field is complex and hence the equi-phase surfaces are not spheres

which will cause a phase distribution across the aperture. The phase

distribution will be symmetrical with respect to the minor axis but

will be asymmetrical with respect to the major axis. This can be

,understood from fig. 2.5.a in which curves of constant B and curves

of constant ~ are projected on the projected-aperture plane.

1575"
fig. 2.5.a Curves of constant () and if

in the projected aperture
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The point e= 0 does not coincide with the centre of the projected

aperture. Therefore two points P1 and P2 symmetrical with respect to

the major axis are not described by the same combination of e and ~

Hence, when the primary field is complex the amplitude and phase in

these points will be different. The asymmetric phase distribution is

responsible for a squint in plane q> = 0 •
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PRCGRAMS

In this chapter the computer programs BEAMMAXIMUM and OFFSET/ANTENNA

are described with which the radiation pattern of an offset antenna

can be calculated. Both programs are written in the programming language

ALGOL 60 and consist of a number of procedures and procedure calls.

The two programs have most of the procedures in common and therefore

a brief description of the procedures will be given first.

a) Procedure PEEDPATTERN(A,B,R,F,THETA,PHI,FU)
J

Input A scaled semi major axis of the elliptical horn

B scaled semi minor axis of the elliptical horn

R scaled length of the horn

F frequency in GHz

(THETA,PHI) : specifies a point in the far field of the horn

where its radiation field has to be calculated.

Output FU: complex. value of the relative radiation field of the horn

This procedure calculates the relative radiation field of the corrugated

elliptica~ horn according to eq. (1.4.1) of part I except for the
-+J'ffaetor ~-

b) Procedure THETAPHI(X,Y,THETA,PHI)

Input (X,Y) : a specified point in the projected aperture

Output (THETA,PHI) : corresponding angles in the spherical coordinate

system of the primary feed.

This procedure calculates the angles THETA and PHI at which an

optical ray must depart from the feed in order to arrive in (X,Y)

in the projected aperture. The values of THETA and PHI are computed

with eq. (1.4.16) and (1.4.17) and act as input for the procedure

FEEDPATTERN.

c) Procedure POLE(A, B, PHI, THETAPOLE)

Input A,B semi major and minor axis of the horn

PHI : output of procedure THETAPHI which specifies a plane

in the coordinate system of the feed. ,

Output THETAPOLE : value of e for which u:..1t~e{(Ace~;/+(Bsv"..lf)1. =2,4049255577

For the combination (THETAPOLE,PHI) numerical difficulties occur in
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procedure FEEDPA'ITERN because in this procedure the radiation field
I

is computed as a superposition of terms proportional to (j",~_ u&)f

where p is an integer. For critical values of theta the radiation

field of the horn is calculated with FEEDPATTERN2 •

d) Procedure FEEDPATrERN2(THETA,PHI,THETAPOLE,FU)

Input (THETA,PHI): values of (B ,If) , delivered by procedure

THETAPHI, for which the radiation field of the

horn has to be calculated.

THETAPOLE : output of the procedure POLE

Output FU complex value of the relative radiation field of the

horn

In this procedure the radiation field of the primary feed is cal

culated in (B ,Cf) by linear interpolation between two values of

the radiation field FU1 and FU2 which are obtained with procedure

FEEDPATTERN in points (THETAPOLE - 10
, PHI) and (THETAPOLE + 10

, PHI)

respectively.

e) Procedure SAMPLE( M,N, DMIN, DMAX, FEEDDISPLACEMENT; LEFTHCP, E)

Input M,N: number of discrete levels x" = constant and y" = constant

(see fig. 2.3.c) and hence M.N is the number of samples

that are taken in the projected aperture.

DMIN,DMAX : minor axis and major axis of the projected aperture

which is assumed to be an ellipse

FEEDDISPLACEMENT : the value of this variable indicates the

displacement Az of the feed along the

inclined z-axis which gives rise to an

extra phase distribution across the aperture

(see fig. 1.4.a)

LEFTHCP when this Boolean variable is TRUE the secondary

radiation pattern is calculated for left hand

circular polarisation. When it is FALSE the pattern

is calculated for right hand circular polarisation

Output E two-dimensional complex array which contains samples of

the distribution in rectangle I ( see fig. 2.3.c)

This procedure fills an array E with samples of the distribution in

rectangle I. As we are interested in the normalised radiation pattern,

all constants are not taken into account. Therefore the array E
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contains samples in discrete points of

(see eq. (1.4.20». In this procedure all other procedures described

before are used.

f) Procedure FASTFOURIER(M,N,F)

Input M,N: number of discrete levels in

F

Output F

§. "and §. "directionx y
respectively. Hence M.N is the number of samples that

are taken in procedure SAMPLE.

two-dimensional complex array which contains at the start

of this procedure the samples obtained with SAMPLE.

two-dimensional complex array which contains at the end

of this procedure the FFT data

The procedure FASTFOURIER makes use of existing Fast Fourier Transform

procedures that are available from a procedure library. The procedure

which applies FFT on complex data is called FFT1 [~] and returns the
10/-' J 2"M "I.

numbers A (see (2.2.14» according to A = i: artt e. '" in so calledn n "':0

bitreversed order. Therefore the procedure FFT1 is always used in

conjunction with the procedure BITREVERSE [L1 which places the digital

numbers in normal order. In the two-dimensional case the Fast Fourier

Transform is carried out, making use of the procedures FFT1 and

BITREVERSE, according to (2.2.15) and (2.2.16). The FFT data is

returned in array F. It should be noted that M and N must be powers

of 2 [b)

g) Complex procedure INTERPOLATION(DMIN,DMAX,U,V,F)

Input DMIN,DMAX minor axis and major axis of the projected

aperture.

(U,V) defines a point in the far field

u = k.sin't cos ~

v = k. sin"" sin ~

F : two-dimensional array which contains FFT data

Output The output value is assigned to the designator INTERPOLATION.

This procedure carries out the interpolation according to (2.3.14)
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h) Procedure BEAMMAXIMUM( F, SQUINTO, SQUINT90, BEAMr-'l.AX)

Input F: two-dimensional array which contains FFT data

Output SQUINTO beamdisplacement in degrees in the plane of sym

metry.

SQUINT90: beamdisplacement in degrees in the plane of asym

metry.

BEAMMAX maximum value of 1E41 on which the secondary radiation

pattern is normalised.

This procedure searches the angular position of the maximum of the

beam by first calculating IE~1 in the plane of asymmetry for

_0,5°~ ~~ 0,50 in steps of 0,01 degree. The maximum in this plane

is fO~d for += SQUINTO =4
0

• Next IE..,l is calculated for (u,v)

in a plane perpendicular to the plane of asymmetry such that

u = k.sin "fo
-k.sin(O, 10

) ~ v ~ k.sin(0,1 0
)

in steps of 0,01 degree. The maximum that is found now is also the

maximum of the beam. This maximum is called BEAMMAX and the angular

position is (SQUINTO,SQUINT90).

i) Procedure GAIN(BEAMMAX,A,B,R. GFEED,GSYSTEM,EFF)

Input BEAMMAX maximum value of IE+\ determined by procedure

BEAMMAXIMUM.

A.B,R dimensions of the primary feed. See procedure

FEEDPATTERN

Output GFEED : directivity of the corrugated elliptical horn when

its aperture distribution is given by

·)/(fl2. 2 I B2. . 2 1\'1 -J'iF" H ("oS '!... SN- r)
~c/O(j,tjJ)e z. (see part r)

GSYSTEM : directivity of the overall offset antenna system

EFF : aperture efficiency of the overall system

This procedure calculates the directivity of the overall system,

the directivity of the primary feed and the aperture efficiency

according to (2.4.8). (2.4.12) and (2.4.15) respectively

j) Procedure BEAMWIDTH3DB( SQUINTO. SQUINT90, PSI 3DBMAX, PLANE. DELTAPSI,

PSI3DB.UMAX.VMAX.BEAMMAX.F)

Input (SG,UINTO,SQUINT90) : angular position of the maximum of the

beam.
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PSI3DBMAX the value of the half 3 dJ3 beamwidth which has to

be calculated is not allowed to exceed the value

of PSI3DBMAX.. The user of the program must be sure

that the value of PSI3DBMAX is an upperbound for

the half 3 dJ3 bea.mwidth..

PLANE specifies a plane in which the secondary radiation

pattern has to be calculated..

F : two-dimensional array which contains FFT data..

Output UMAX : k.. sin(SQUINTO)

VMAX : k.. sin(SQUINT90)

BEAMMAX : maximum value of IE+\

PSI3DB : full 3 dJ3 beamwidth in plane <p = PLANE

DELTAPSI : when we are dealing with an asymmetrical pattern in a

certain plane, it is not possible to illuminate an

elliptical area on earth as is required by the Final

Acts of the World Administrative Radio Conference in

1977.. It is permitted to point the beam in such a way

that the radiation pattern does not exceed the reference

radiation pattern required by WARC .. For this purpose

we define a variable DELTAPSI .. The axis of the reference

pattern is found at '+ = DELTAPSI (see fig .. 3..a)

0'\ -r¥

\,- DELTRPSr

fig. 3.. a Asymmetrical beam and the

definition of DELTAPSI
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The 3 dB point in plane ~ = PLANE is determined

by dividing intervals into halves and calculating

1£4(-+, PLAN£)/

lE4 ("/1, fLA~E) Lr)AlC

k) Procedure WARC(NPSI,GSYSTEM,DELTAPSI,PSI3DB,ENVELOPE,ANGLE)

Input NPSI : number of points in lihich the reference pattern is

calculated.

GSYSTEM : directivity of the overall system.

DELTAPSI : position of the axis of the reference pattern

relative to the position of the maximum of the

antenna beam.

PSI3DB : full 3 dJ3 beamwidth.

Output ENVELOPE: the array lihich contains the values of the

reference pattern.

ANGLE the array lihich contains the angles at which the

reference pattern has to be calculated.

This procedure calculates the reference pattern for the co-polar

radiation according to

-12 (-1...aY dB for O:1!"+'~1,58+'.a
-30 dJ3 for 1,58~4~ 3,16 ~3c1B

-17,5-25 log (:tJ dB for 3,16 4JdB < 4
-GSYSTEM dJ3 lihen -17,5-25 log (~dB)<-GSYSTEM

Recall that the axis of the reference pattern does not coincide

liith the axis of the antenna beam.

1) Procedure TEXT(MAJOR,MINOR,REFMAX,REFMIN,FOCUS,OFF,DISPL,FREQ,

PHISTR, BEAM)
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This procedure provides a standard text in the output plots. In

that text the most important data of the offset antenna system

and its radiation pattern is given

The program BEAMMAXlMUM

This program consists of the procedures a) to i) incl. The input data

needed to run this program concerns the values of

DMAX

DMIN

A2

B2

R2

F

(M,N)

OFFSETDEGR

FEEDDISPL

THETAO

LEFTHCP

major axis of the projected aperture in meters

minor axis of the projected aperture in meters

major axis of the elliptical horn in mm

minor axis of the elliptical hom in mm

length of the horn in mm

frequency in GRz

M.N is the number of samples on which FFT is applied

offset angle in degrees

feed displacement !J. z in mm

half angle subtended at the focus by points P and Q (see fig.1.2.a)

Boolean variable which must be TRUE for left hand circular

polarisation and FALSE for right hand circular polarisation.

The program calculates the values of

SQUINTO

SQUINT90

GFEED

GSYSTEM

EFF

beam displacement in the plane of sYmmetry

beam displacement in the plane of aSYmmetry

directivity of the corrugated elliptical horn

directivity of the overall offset antenna system

aperture efficiency of the overall system

The program BEAMMAXlMUM must be run before the program OFFSET/ANTENNA

because it calculates the angular position of the maximum of the antenna

beam which is required input for the program OFFSET/ANTENNA.

The program OFFSET/ANTENNA

The program OFFSET/AN~rnA consists of the procedures a) to g) incl.

and j) to 1) incl. The input which is needed to run this program are
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the values of :

DMAX

DMIN

PSlMAXlMUM ..
PLANE

A2

B2

R2

F

(M.N)

OFFSETDEGR

FEEDDISPL

THETAO

NPSI

PSI3DBf<l.AX

SQUINTO

SQUINT90

GSYSTEM

LEFTHCP

DRAWWARC

major axis of the projected aperture in meters

minor axis of the projected aperture in meters

maximum angle in degrees for which the radiation pattern

has to be calculated.

plane in which the radiation pattern has to be calculated.

major axis of the corrugated elliptical horn in mm

minor axis of the corrugated elliptical horn in mm

length of the horn in mm

frequency in GHz

M.N is the number of samples on which FFT is applied

offset angle in degrees

feed displacement 1:J. z in mm

half angle subtended at the focus by points P and Q on

the reflector rim (see fig. 1.2.a)

number of angles ~ for which the radiation pattern has

to be calculated

upperboUnd of the half 3 dB beamwidth

beamsquint in degrees in the plane of sYmmetry

beamsquint in degrees in the plane of asymmetry

directivity of the overall antenna system calculated by

the program BEAMMAXlMUM

Boolean variable which must be TRUE for left hand circular

polarisation and FALSE for right hand circular polarisation

If this Boolean variable is TRUE the radiation pattern is

calculated in a plane <p = PLANE = Po for which

u = k.sin(SQUINTO) + k. sin~cos~o

v = k.sin(SQUINT90)+ k. sin4 s in ~o

Hence this plane contains the maximum of the beam and the

relative power is 0 dB for ~= O. The radiation pattern is

calculated and plotted together with the reference radiation

pattern. If DRAWWARC is FALSE the pattern is calculated in a

plane <p = PLANE = <Po for which u = k. sin4 cos ~o

v = k.sin~sin <Po

The value of the relative power at ~ = 0 is not equal to

o dB and indicates the gain loss due to a pointing error which

is caused by a squinting effect. Now the reference pattern is

not relevant and is not computed.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter numerical results are presented which are obtained

with the computer programs that are described in the previous chapter.

With these programs the co-polar radiation pattern of a single offset

parabolic reflector antenna system in which a corrugated elliptical

horn is used as a primary feed has been calculated. It is assumed that

the incident field on the reflector is the radiation field of the feed.

This field has been calculated using the physical model of the corrugated

elliptical horn developed in part I. As explained in chapter 1 we make

use of the aperture field version of physical optics in order to calculate

the secondary radiation pattern. This leads to the evaluation of a

two-dimensional Fourier integral which is computed numerically by

using Fast Fourier Transform in conjunction with a sampling technique.

In order to design an antenna we start with a beam coverage specification

for a certain country required by WARe?? • The minimum half power beam

widths ~. and 4 in two orthogonal planes 9 required to satisfymn max
a given antenna specification 9 will define the minimum projected-

aperture area. To achieve a sidelobe specification of the order of

-30 dB a minimum major and minor axis of the projected aperture will

be required of about 1,3 A~. - 19 4 At-. and 1,3 At - 1,4 ,!,':
. '1"_ . 'Y",", . "T",,"" . '1'"0'l0\AJC

respectively which is known from the Ii terature. Moreover an edge

illumination of at least -20 dB is required. This can be obtained with

an appropriate radiation pattern of the primary feed. For a given feed

the narrow beam of its radiation pattern defines the angle e"* (see

fig. 1.2.a). The angle e must be chosen larger than g* to avoid
o

aperture blocking effects and to minimize the reflector reaction upon

the primary feed. When the offset angle is increased either e* or the

focal length F or both have to be increased in order to achieve the

specified minor axis of the projected aperture. Increasing (/fl means

that 1) another primary feed must be used to achieve the same edge

illumination

2) a larger part of the paraboloid is used and hence a larger

curvature of the reflector is obtained Which causes the
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cross-polar levels to increase.

Increasing the focal length enlarges the size of the antenna which

might not be tolerable due to volumetric constraints. For specified

values of the minor axis DMIN, the offset angle e and the half angleo
g. , the focal length F can be determined by :

(see eq. (1.2.7))

In many

"?oS 6lo + tos ()F::, ])"11/\/
Lts~ p~

practical applications the volumetric constraints upon the

overall antenna structure will impose significant constraints upon

the range of the reflector parameters F, {} and Ii·
o

As far as the electrical performance of the overall antenna is con-

cemed it can be said that the values of e and e" must be chosen as
o

small as possible. An increase of one of these parameters causes higher

cross-polar levels and, in case of circular polarisation, a larger

beamsquint.

4.2 Comparison between surface-current integration and aperture

field method

In [\'2.] the radiation pattern of a front-fed parabolic reflector

antenna with elliptical cross-section has been calculated using the

surface-current version of physical optics. It has been assumed that

the radiation pattern of a hypothetical feed, which produces circularly

polarised radiation, is known. In [1J this technique and the corres

ponding computer program has been applied on a parabolic reflector

antenna with elliptical cross-section and a corrugated elliptical horn

used as a primary feed. The dimensions of the projected aperture are:

major axis

minor axis

1 m

0,6 m

The elliptical horn has aperture dimensions 81 x 27 mm. An analytical

function has been defined which describes the normalised radiated

power per solid angle from this horn. This function, which has been

determined to match the measurements as closely as possible, is given

by :
2 2 )

FJ {1+ 4 CoS <f
300
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In fig. 4.2.a a plot of this function has been compared with

measurements of the odd and even mode. From (4.2.1) it follows that

the normalised radiation field is given by

2 2 )& 11+ f( CDS r
.3000

for circular polarisation. This function has been used to determine

the surface current density on the reflector according to [1'2.] and also

to determine the reflected field in the projected aperture according

to eq. (1.4.20). Next the secondary radiation patterns have been cal

culated with the computer program developed in [11] and the program

OFFSET/ANTENNA. The results have been plotted in fig. 4.2. b and

fig. 4.2.c for plane 4? = 90 and ~ = 0 respectively. The difference

between the patterns in plane <p = 0 for 50< -+< 60 is caused by

failures of the program developed in [11.) (see [rJ ). Apart from this

occurrence the conclusion may be drawn that there is an excellent

agreement between the radiation patterns calculated with surface

current method and aperture field method.
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fig. 4.2.a Primary feed pattern compared with

measurements of odd and even mode.
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fig. 4.2.b Comparison between surface-current integration

and aperture field method

1) aperture field method

2) surface-current integration
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fig. 4.2.c Comparison between surface-current integration

and aperture field method

1) aperture field method

2) surface-current integration
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The patterns fulfil the WARC requirements as far as the co-polar

radiation is concerned. It should be noted that the influence of

aperture blocking effects, scattered radiation from the supporting

struts and the phase distribution across the aperture due to the

primary feed have not been taken into account. With the model developed

in part I the radiation field of the corrugated elliptical horn can

be approximated both in amplitude and in phase. As the horn considered

here is rather small compared to the wavelength the approximated

radiation pattern does not agree very well with measurements. In

fig. 4.2.d the primary pattern obtained with the theory of part I

has been plotted and compared with measurements of odd and even mode.

Next the secondary radiation pattern obtained with OFFSET/ANTENNA has

been plotted in fig. 4.2.e and fig. 4.2.f for plane 4? = 90 and plane

4> = 0 respectively when only the amplitude of the primary field is

taken into account. Hence we have a similar situation as in fig. 4.2.b

and fig. 4.2.c. From the figures 4.2.b,c,e,f a general property of

the Fourier transform is obvious. A relative wide primary pattern gives

rise to a relative narrow secondary pattern and vice versa. It also

shows the influence of the level of the edge illumination. For the

radiation patterns in fig. 4.2.b and fig. 4.2.c the edge illuminations

in the corresponding planes are -13 d13 and -28 d13 respectively

relative to the level in forward direction (see fig. 4.2.a). In fig. 4.2.e

and fig. 4.2.f these levels are -10,6 dE and -26 dE respectively

(see fig. 4.2.d). This gives rise, especially in the far field plane

SP = 90, to higher sidelobes.
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The next step is to calculate the secondary radiation pattern when

both amplitude and phase of the primary field are taken into account.

Hence, there will be a phase distribution across the aperture. The

phase differences will be small across the large size of the aperture

(this is the small size of the horn) and will not effect the secondary

radiation pattern in plane p = 90 very much. (see fig. 4.2.g) However

the phase differences across the small size of the aperture (this is

the large size of the horn) are larger and hence an increase of the

beamwidth is expected together with lower sidelobes in plane 9? =o.
The latter effect does not occur as can be seen in fig. 4.2.h

No explanation for this occurrence has been found.
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4.3 Radiation pattern of a single offset reflector antenna

In this section several secondary radiation patterns will be pre

sented which are calculated of an offset antenna system with the

following parameters :

- projected aperture dimensions

- offset angle 8 = 290

o
-focal length of the paraboloid

1,24 m x 0,6237 m

F = 0,75 m

The primary feed is a corrugated elliptical horn with aperture

dimensions 156 x 52 mm and length 442 mm.

As described in chapter 3 we can calculate the secondary radiation

pattern in a plane 4> = constant which contains the far field point

(u,v) = (0,0) when the Boolean variable DRAWWARC=FALSE or in a plane

~ = constant which contains the point u = k.sin(SQUINTO) + k.sin"'f'coscP

v = k. sin( SQUINT90) + k. sin4 sin q;
In the latter case the plane cuts the radiation pattern through the

maximum of the beam (see fig. 4.3.a)

2 DRAWWARC = TRUE

1 DRAWWARC = FALSE

fig. 4.3.a 1) Plane which does not contain the beammaximum

2) Plane through the maximum of the beam

In fig. 4.3.b and fig. 4.3.c the radiation pattern has been plotted

for left hand circular polarisation in case DRAWWARC = FALSE.

A careful study of the plots shows that a beamsquint is present in

both planes. The beamsquint due to circular polarisation which occurs
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in plane ~ = 90 is 0,070 for 12 GHz. The beamsquint in plane ep = 0

is -0,180
• In [1] a formula has been derived for the squint in plane

ep = 90 :

In all cases that have been considered the squint calculated in the

computer program satisfies (4.3.1).

In the plots it can be seen that there is a squint but it can not be

seen that the maximum level of these patterns is less than 0 dB.

From numerical output it follows that this level is 0,05 dB down

the boresight level. From fig. 4.3.c it can be seen that the radiation

pattern in plane ~ = 0 is asymmetrical. This can be expected from the

projection of curves of constant eand If on the projected-aperture

plane (see fig. 2.5.a) which also indicates an asymmetrical distribution

both in amplitude and in phase. In fig. 4.3.d and fig. 4.3.e the same

calculation has been performed for right hand circular polarisation.

The only difference with the results in fig. 4.3.b and fig. 4.3.c is

that the squint in plane ~ = 90 is in opposite direction. The other

squint remains the same which also indicates that this squint has

nothing to do with circular polarisation.
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fig. 4.3.b Pattern calculated for left hand circular

polarisation in a plane through (u,V)=(O,O)
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fig. 4.3.c Pattern calculated for left hand circular
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fig. 4.3.d Pattern calculated for right hand circular

polarisation in a plane through (u,v)=(O,O)
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fig. 4.3.e Pattern calculated for right hand circular

polarisation in a plane through (u,v)=( 0, 0)
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In figures 4.3.f,g,h the secondary radiation pattern has been cal

culated in plane p = 0 , ~ = 45 and ep = 90 through the maximum of

the beam (DRAWWARC=TRUE) • The centre of the aperture of the feed

coincides with the focal point of the paraboloid. The radiation patterns

satisfy the WARC requirements as far as the sidelobe levels are

concerned. However, the main lobe partially exceeds the reference

pattern especially in plane 'i> = O. The maximum difference is 0,76 dB

in plane ~ = 0 and 0,035 dB in plane <p = 90. It should be noted that

the WARC reference patterns are calculated in accordance with the half

power beamwidth of the calculated pattern and not in accordance with

a specified half power beamwidth. Some other results are listed below.

edge illumination in If = 0

edge illumination in If = 90

beamsquint in ~ = 0

beamsquint in ~ = 90

directivity of the feed

directivity of the system

aperture efficiency

-23,73 dB

-25,75 dB
o-0,18

+0,070

19,32 dB

37,41 dB

0,451
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fig. 4.3.f Radiation pattern in plane <P = 0

Feed displacement . 0 mm.
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fig. 4.3.g Radiation pattern in plane 4> = 45

Feed displacement . 0 lInn.
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fig. 4.3.h Radiation pattern in plane <P = 90

Feed displacement . 0 mm.
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In figures 4.3.i,j,k the radiation patterns are shown in the planes

p= 0, <P = 45 and p = 90 when the feed is displaced along the offset

axis over 1 wavelength. The focal point of the paraboloid is now inside

the horn and therefore approaches the "phase-centre" of the horn in

plane ~ = O. This means that the phase distribution across the small

size of the projected aperture is smaller and hence the radiated power

in plane <:p = a is focussed better which results in a narrow beamwidth

relative to the beamwidth in fig. 4.3.f. However, the displacement of

the feed has a negative effect on the patterns in ep = 45 and c:fi = 90

as is shown in fig. 4.3.j and fig. 4.3.k. These patterns do not satisfy

the WARe requirements and the conclusion may be drawn that the position

of the feed relative to the focal point is a critical parameter. As the

phase distribution across the projected aperture changes due to the

displacement of the feed, the beamsquint in plane ~ = a will change

too as can be seen in the results listed below.

edge illumination in If = a -23,73 dB

edge illumination in If = 90 -25,75 dB

beamsquint in <P = a -0,220

beamsquint in qi 90 0
= +0,07

directivity of the feed 19,32 dB

directivi ty of the system 37,25 dB

aperture efficiency 0,434
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fig. 4.3.i Radiation pattern in plane <P = 0

Feed displacement . 1 wavelength.
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fig. 4.3.j Radiation pattern in plane cp = 45
Feed displacement . 1 wavelength.
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fig. 4.3.k Radiation pattern in plane ~ = 90
Feed displacement . 1 wavelength.
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For satellite broadcasting there is a down link frequency band around

12 GHz and an uplink in a frequency band around 18 GHz. The question

arises if it is possible to use one offset antenna for dual frequency

operation. To answer this question the radiation pattern has been cal

culated for a system which has been designed for 12 GHz but operates

on 18 GHz. It is assumed that a primary feed is available that produces

the same radiation pattern for odd and even mode for both frequency bands.

The results have been plotted in figures 4.3.1,m,n for the planes ~ = 0,

~ = 45 and ~ = 90. It should be noted that the WARe reference pattern

in this case has no meaning. The beamsquinting effect now becomes

important because the squints are not the same for both frequency bands.

This means that there is a gain loss due to pointing errors unless this

is compensated by chosing an appropriate place for the earth station. .

However, the relative wide pattern gives rise to a relative low direc

tivity. In order to evaluate the possibility of dual frequency operation

a system study has to be performed. As far as the radiation pattern is

concerned dual frequency operation seems to be possible. Other numerical

results are listed below.

edge illumination in <.p =°
edge illumination in <p = 90

beamsquint in q> = °
beamsquint in <P = 90

directivity of the feed

directivity of the system

aperture efficiency

-32,56 dB

-30,84 dB
o

+0,03
o+0,05

22,52 dB

36,38 dB

0,158
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fig. 4.3.1 Radiation pattern in plane p = 0

Frequency : 18 GHz
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fig. 4.3.m Radiation pattern in plane ep = 45
Frequency . 18 GRz.
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fig. 4.3.n Radiation pattern in plane p = 90
Frequency . 18 GHz.
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Finally the radiation pattern has been calculated of an antenna system

which has been designed to cover W. Germany in accordance with the

WARe requirements. The required half power beamwidths are 0,720 x 1,620

in the principal planes. The offset antenna system consists of a

corrugated elliptical horn, with aperture dimensions 150 x 50 mm and

length 400 mm, and a parabolic reflector with focal length F = 1,5 m,

offset angle 320 and a projected aperture with elliptical cross-section

and dimensions 2,7 m x 1,35 m. The secondary radiation patterns have

been plotted in figures 4.3.0,p • In plane 4> = 0 the radiation pattern

exceeds the reference pattern partially with a maximum difference of

1,067 dB at ~ = 20 • Moreover the beam in this plane is too wide.

The pattern in plane ~ =90 fulfils the WARe requirements for the

co-polar radiation and has nearly the right beamwidth. Other results

are listed below.

edge illumination in ~ = 0

edge illumination in ~ = 90

beamsquint in ~ = 0

beamsquint in <p = 90

directivi ty of the feed

directivity of the system

aperture efficiency

-23,59 dB

-25,66 dB
o-0,10
o

+0,04

18.76 dB

43,92 dB

0,.150
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fig. 4.3.0 Radiation pattern in plane cp = 0 of an antenna

system designed for coverage of W. Germany.
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fig. 4.3.p Radiation pattern in plane ~ = 90 of an antenna

system designed for coverage of W. Germany
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5. CONCLUSIONS

a) The predicted secondary radiation pattern obtained with the aperture

field method agrees very well with predictions obtained with the

surface-current integration. As the aperture field method is more

convenient this technique has been used. The disadvantage of this

method is that no information is obtained about the cross-polar

radiation in case of circular polarisation.

b) The technique for calculating the secondary radiation pattern as

described in section 2.3 provides fast results and hence is very

suitable for design purposes. The accuracy for small angles is

comparable with results obtained with the surface-current integration

technique. The advantage of the technique used in this study is

that the secondary radiation pattern can be calculated efficiently

in discrete points by using Fast Fourier Transform. These values,

which are in fact Fourier coefficients , only have to be calculated

once. After that, these coefficients can be used to calculate the

radiation pattern in an arbitrary point. For the calculation of

the Fourier coefficients the aperture field has to be sampled.

The distance between two samples must be of the order of 1,5 wave

length to obtain accurate results.

c) The primary field has a large effect on the secondary radiation

pattern. Hence the primary feed pattern has to be approximated

well. The model for the corrugated elliptical horn described in

part I provides reasonable results. However, it is recommended to

have more degrees of freedom as far as the position of the feed is

concerned. In the program OFFSET/ANTENNA the feed can only be

displaced along the offset axis which does not offer enough

flexibili ty•

d) Because of the aSYmmetry of the radiation pattern it is difficult

to define the WARC reference pattern. It may be better to calculate

this pattern from the half power bearnwidth required by WARC for a

certain country than to calculate it from the computed half power

bearnwidth.
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e) From the calculated radiation patterns in chapter 4 the conclusion

can be drawn that the single offset reflector antenna system in

which a corrugated elliptical horn is used as a primary feed, ful

fils the WARe requirements for circular polarisation as far as

the sidelobe levels and the rapid decrease of the levels in the

main lobe are concerned. However, the calculated pattern exceeds

the reference pattern within the 3 dB points which is not

intolerable because it only illuminates the own service area.

Moreover the reference pattern is partially exceeded in the main

lobe outside the 3 dB points and is caused by the aSYmmetry of

the radiation pattern. There re the reference pattern has to be

calculated from the required half power beamwidth (see d) ) in

order to evaluate this effect.
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X'
__________ a

""""_____ .:2. ....... __ - - - X
o

d
"

b

fig. I.a The offset geometry.

The distance from the reflector focus F to a point on the parabolic

reflector surface <p ) is given by

p: 1+ loS (i'

From fig. I.a it can be seen that

(1.1)

2F~o<

/ + CoSO<

= IF ~C«I+eosjB)- J~(3 (I-fCoSo()

(I-f teJ a() (/+C-os;J )

=zF (.iMo<-J4,..,..j3)+ (~cX.~S;3 -~~CoStX)
1+ (CoSo( + CoS;3) + CoSo( CoS(3
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.,.('It. ~ ~ f'\ ill
2 cos ~o ~ f:j + 2~ eCoS C7

= 2F ------:--------
1+ 2 CoS c90 <CoJ f)"+ -2 ( tAn 1 f)- + CoS 261)

1+ 2 CoS~Cc.s g1t-f i. (CcJ 2 B"*- J+~ ..~ -/)

CoS 6'0 r Ceo ()*

(~Bo of ~ 9'z

=

For the centre of the projected aperture Xo we find

Xo = -i. ('1 r I) (see fig. La)

I [ 2 F,s.;.",. (~+ &1/) 2 F~ { fJD - B~) ]
="2 1+ CoS (@" .,. (/tt) + 1+ ern (&0- f)1kJ

= F ~o( (1+CtiJ(3)+~j!J(/.,tWoO<)

ttf- C('f.) eX)(/+ 40;1J

This can be evaluated in a similar way as described above.

The result is :

27'~ go
Xo :: Cu-:J Go + Cc:J () ';k

(1.4)

(1.5 )
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Appendix II

We start with eq. (1.3.9) for the reflected field at the reflector

surface :

zF

The primed vectors refer to the symmetrical coordinate system while

the unprimed vectors refer to the offset coordinate system (see

fig. 1.2.a).

Y~king use of the relations (1.2.9) and (1.2.11) and substitution

into (1.3.9) omitting the factor peJ-It.p yields:

+ h7r JM", r Cc:J ~ ~ / - H'~ C-o? f' a;." -h}p ..to, 'I' J.0" Bo a~1 0I-

I (. I /1\ . /),. I 1\ ( ) 'I )

+ T J.v,.., ~ ttr:Jr Qt' + ~ (7 ~Cf tty' + 1+ ~ () t:(-2" •

[liB (4&' t?~,) + /}r (a~. q-2,)] (11.1)

With (1.2.2), (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) this can be written as :

1\

+Pe (w () CoS if~ eo +- s.-iM ~ ~ f)o) t?r' +
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A A A

4- /.}'f~ if Ctn ~o tf/tl - 1J'f Ctn f ~' - I/ y~r~ &D a~1 +

+ d(Cob~ bo +..>M-. Bevo t9" C.r.>y)~, + J.i,-., g~ 'f ~I +

+(1+ ~~~ ~o- ~&~BoUny)t7;'}·[/)e(t(~·4~J+.4r(~'~/)]

fJ "/7 A A ,A
-of 'I~ 'I Co? ~ ~, - n,/ C«Jr 47 I - '79' ~ ¥'~~ tfi2 , +

+ t (~B~Bo+s;",.BCo? Bo4>?Y)[- (Cng4ny~~+ JM,B4n~)/J; 7-

+~f~ t90 J}y:' ] a:, +

+ t~B~r[-(~ ~Cq;,r~ Bo f- ~ iCDS~o)f)/) -r-~f.f~~() IJ¥,] dy' +

+ [-(~ &ee,:,r~ &() 7'~&~ ~)h7& ..,. ~ tt..ti- ~o 1)1' ] t?~ I (11.2)'

~

r ['"
Now we are able to calculate ~~.: ~r' ax'

')('

-r IIg ( en ~ J0., ~ + ~ & Ctn &u ~r)(-Cn &cn rs;'" ~ - J~&UrJ~)+-

-+ f}f t .J+" f' Cu> &" + /J1 ( eo, 6's,:.. <9, " ~ 19Cr.> p" U7y)J'"Y J"in t7. }
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Making use of (1.3.7) and carrying out the products yields:

:: l { ,4& [J,i--., &JM.,. ~" - Ct7J r(1-;-~ .9 CQo ~) ] +

+ ,I), ~r{cn~ + ~ g)} (II.3)

~, ' ; { -II~ t c,., IlJ.i.,. 'I' +.1,9~ (J.t<..Y'( - Un .&c.o j".f-fM t?, - .sinhoI &"J+

- 4'1 tWo Y' -r fly (.Yk~~'1)(J~fJ,hr-~))

Making use of (1.3.7) and carrying out the products yields:

£'r' = f {-IJ; J.i"...1(""" Il + M;') +

-of [S#.. &.J.¥v. &(/ - en y (1-1 CfJ.J &Ctr.J &o)] /) if } (II.4)

::: 0 (II.5)
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I -j~f
Including the factor f e. and making use of (1.2.6) and (1.3. 7)

yields :

s.., = 2~ e-J);{[JM.- Bs",;., Bo -tAn r (tr Ceo pc"., Po)] f}g +

-;.. .1#,f (en ~ -f CAn ~) /If' } (rL6)

(rL7)

(II.8)
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Appendix III

Consider a Discrete Fourier Series - pair (DFS-pair)

is given by

(A ,a ) whichm n

for 0 ~ m ~ N-1 (III.1 )

in which the numbers A are known. Then the numbers a can be
m n

calculated from

#-1 . I'J'J11
1 '" 11 -J21l)./

til) = J:i L- 17,., e
h,"o

Proof: changing the summation variable in (III.1) we can write

N-I AI-I
j2Tr{~-n) ~)~ a~ (k= e.ft ... o

. "J.- h

IV-I
J27f F"N

2-
/- .e

- a.t. . j '2lT ::/C - ?.-It=", 1_ e N

- N a~

(III.2)

and hence
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Appendix N

\ A N 0 E N 9 ERG I B E A H H A X I HUM o N DIS K
= = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = : = = == = =

SSET IN~T~LtATION

EEGIN FllE INPUT(~I~D=RE#DE~1'FIlETYPE:9);

fIt £ 0 1. 1 f l H KIND =f Rl NT ER• f I LET YP E=9) ;

lfiTEGER I1'H,N;
REAL #,A~,a,B2,R,"2I1f,crfSET,S'UI"TC,SGUlftT90"BETAJI

TEEDt I ~ ft JCEM EN T• TlJ ET A, PH I. X.. Y1' TH ETAI' OLE. 0'" I" II 0 MA X1' U• V, FE EDO I SPL ..
Fl,K,lA~BDA,TH[TJO,EDGEllLO .. EDGEllL90"FOCAl,
MOCUlUS,A~fEED,~RR[fl.OffSETCEGR,XC"fCt"GfEEt,GS~STE•• G,
~HAX1'~~A)1'PS1MAX .. PSIMIN.BEAM~AX1'EFf;

COMPlE~ Fl.FCURIERTR~NSFQR~;

aOOlE~~ lEfTHCPi
READCINPll,l, OHAX"OMIA,A2"82,,R21'f1'

M'~1'{FfSETDEGR1'FrECCISPl .. 1HET/O,LEflHCP);
A:= O.9~.""a 00; 8:= 1. Ce*E2/20Q 0; R:= 1.1aR2/1000;
FrrOD 1 SPllC [MEN T: =fE! DO IS ft 110 co;
BEGI~ CCMfLEX ARRA~ IPfRTURE[O:M-l.O:N-lJi

FRCCEClRE fEEOPA1TER~(A,EIIRJlf ..TH£TAJlPHI1'fU);
~Al~E "1'B .. R,f1'T~Ell.PHl;
FEll A.B ..R.f,l~£T~,PHli
CO~Pl EX fU;
eE€IN RE~t JQI.JCIKW.BEIA,BETA~W,T£l.NOE~1'COS2PSI,

CONST1.CC~ST2,CCNST3.Tl.T2 .. 13,14,T5.16,PO,fl,P2,
F21.F22.f23.P24.P2~.U,NOEH£R1'JOU1'JIU;

CCflFLEX J .. FlO;
J:=COP'PlEX(C .. lH
JOI:='.4C48ZS~S17; JCIKW:=JCl ••2;
13 E1A := XI (2 It f. H BETA JC k: =eETA. * 2;
TEL:=(A*CCS(Pr.I»**2-(B*SIN(P~I»·*2;

NOE~:=(~·COS(FHI»··2.(faSI"CFHI»*·2;

CC ~2PSl: =TEL /1\0£"';
C(~ST1:=C.5·(#·*2+B·*2);

CC "5T,:= C.5~(Au2-S ••Z)*COS2PS I;

11:=(A* lt 4)*(CCS(PHI)**2)-CB**4)*(SIN(PHIl··2)i
C(~ST3:=4·11nCEfli

PC:= I/JOIKW;
PI:: C(J N5 T1 * (4' (J (1 IOi .. 2) -I/J elK W);
11 := (C ON ST1 • * 2 ) * {61t I (J aI ~w * .3) -16 /( J 0 I KW • * 2 )+ 11 J [] I KW );
T, := a•5" (C 0 tI 51 21 cot. s T1 ) • T1;
1~:=(CQNST2/C(S2?SI)·(6/(JOIK~*·3)-2/(J(IKW.*2)t

0.125/ J CII< W) *C ON 5T3 ;
14 := ( ( CON ST2 ICC S 2P S I ) * * 2 ) .. ( E4/ (J a1 K'Ii ** 3 ) -1 6 J ( J 0 I KW- 2) +

I/JOIKiO;
P2:= 1l+TZ-T3+14;
Fl C:= (PO-c.: irE E1 ,4K \oj. P2 ) + J. (8 ET A* PI);
IF 111£T4=0 THEft. FU:=l ELSE
BE~IN U:=K.SI"(THETA)*S'RT{(A.C(S(P~I» •• 2+(B.SIN(PHI».lr2);
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t\C[MER:=JOIKll-U "2;
J CU := J 0 (IJ ); J lU := J H U) ;
PC: =JOU INO EHER;
11:=(8*(U·*2)*JCU)/{NO£MER**3);
T~:=(4*J(U-4*U*JIU)/(NCEMER*a2);

'3: =PO;
JIj:=Tl1
T~:=(4*U*JIU)/(NOE~ER··2);

1 E: =(JO U-2* (JIU IU» INOE flER;
Pl:=CONST1*ClltTZ-13)+CONST2*(T4-TS-T6);
11:=(384·<U·a4)*JCU)/{~CEMER"*5);

T~: =( 384* (U *.. a *J OU -192 a( Ua .. 3) aJ IU) 1 (N CEfiE I' .*4 );
13:=(-48·{t··2)·JOU-96·U.JIUte4·JOU)/(~OEMER·*3);

1~:=(-16-JCU.e*U~JIU)/(NOE~E~*·2);

T~:=FO;

PZl:=(CONST1*·2)*(Tl+T2+T3tT4+TS);
11:~(168*(U**4)·JClJ/(WOEMER*·5);

12:=(576*(U·*2)*JCU-384*(U·*3)*JIU)/CNCEMER**4);
1!: =(-9 6. ( U*.. 2) aJ (J U·9 6 • U• J I U+ 32 ..J QU) I ( ~ 0E liE R* • ~ );
T4:=(-8*JOU+16*U*JIU)/(NOEMER**2);
T~:=(Z.JCU-4.(JIU/U)-4a(JaU/(U.*2»+e*(JIU/(U*.3»)'NO£HER;

p ~2 :=CO NST 1*C U~ST 2" (T 1-" J2+T 3+T4+T5);
11:=(384*CV··4)*JOU)/(NOEHER··S);
l':=(-192*(U··3)*J!U)/(Na[~EF.·4);

T~:=( 96 -C.J Ili"" e*(U tt2) eJ aU)J u eEflE R-.:S);
14:=(32·JOU-E4·(JlU/U).e·U·JIU)/(NO£~ER··2);

1~:=(JOU-8.(JIU/U)"24.(JOU/(U•• 2».48*(JIU/(U •• 3»)/NOEHER;
P'3::(CO~STZa*2)·(Tl+T2+T3.T4+15);

11:=(8·JCU)/(~CEH£Ra*3);

1,:=(4*(JIV/l»/(NOEHER-*Z)i
T~:=(JOU'(U-·2)-2·{JIU/(U·*3»)/NOEHERi

p ,., := (C 0NST 21 CCS2 f 51> aC (N ST:3 * (T 1" r 2-T3 );
J 1::{48*(U ••2).JOU)/(NOEHEH**4);
12:=(16·JOU-24*U*JIU)/(NOE~EI'*·3);

13:={4·{JIU/U)-e*JCU)/(NCE~E~**2);

T4:=«JIU/U)+Z*{JCU/{U··Z»-4*(JIU/(U··3»)/NOEMERi
F~~ == ..* «(CCN~ T2/C05 ZP 51 )"'2). (1 1+T2+T3+ T4 H
PZ:=P21+P22+F23-P2'.P2S;
Fl:=«PQ-O.5·BETAK~*P2)+J"(BETA·Fl»/fUO;

fl:=(O.5+0.5·CQS(1~£TA»·ft;

EtdJ;
ENt fEE DP4TTERtd

PRCcrtuFE THETAP~I(X,Y.TfET~.PHI);

VAt~E ),Y;
FElL hY.THETA"PfH
fEEl" REAL RHO.Z. jRS;

1:=FOCAl-(X··ZfY··2)/(4*FOCAl);
FH(:=S~RT(X*·2fY·*2+2·*Z);

If x=xc ~NC y={ THEN THET4:=C El~E

lH£lA:=ARCCOS(eX*SIN{UffSiT)+Z*COS(OrfSET»/RHC)j
If 11-£11\=0 Tl-H PHI :=0
ELSE EEGIN ~RG:=Y/(R~(*SI~(T~EIA);

IF AS-S<.ARG»=l THE~ PJI!:=FII2 ELSE'
PHI :=J!Rt SlNCARGli

nw;
E~ C Th ~ TA. PH I ;
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PROCEtlRE POlE(A,S,FHI,THETAPCLE);
VALLE J.6pPHU
REAL ~,~ ,Plit ,iH £1 ~ POtE;
BEGIN 1'E~ JOt;

JCl:=2.4048Z5SS7];
T~ET.PClE:=~RCS1~(JOI/(K*SQRT('*COSCfHI»**2+

(B*SIN(PHl»**2));
END PC lE;

PPOC£[~FE f££DPJrT~N2(THE1A,PHlplHETJPOLE,FU);

V'-lUi Hi £T A, PtH , rr £1' JPot E;
RE~t TfET~,PHI,THET.PCLE;

COMflE) fUi
BEGl~ REAL THET.l,lH£TA2,MOD1,HCD2,ARG1,ARG2,

f "C TOR l,f ACT CR 2;
C(}'!p tE)l J;
J :;;C (~FLEX(0,1 );
T" ET U := TH ET ~ f lJl E- (P 1/13 C) ;
T~ E1 A2 : =TH ETA FatE+ CPI I 18 0 ) ;
f #C1(F 1: =( It! ETA· T1-1 ETA 1 )/ (l' I11 C);
FICTCR2:=!-f4CTCH1;
fEECfATTEnNCA,a,R,f,T~ETA1,PHI,FU);

HCC1:=CABSCFU)**f'-CTOn2;
AFGl:=CARGCFU)*FJClCRZi
f£EtfATTERN(~,B,~,F,T~ET.2,PHI,FU);

HOD2:=CA8SCfU)**fACTQRli
AJ:G2 :=CARG{fU )*f ACTOP.1i
fU:=tOCl*MCCZ*CEXPCJ*CARGJ+4RGZ]};

END FE£OPATTERN£;

PROCECURE S~MPlE(~,~,D~l~,DMA~,FE~CrISFlA(£~£~T,LEFTHCP,E);

VftllE t..~,ilMZN,rM~X.FEECOISPLACrMrNl,LEFTHCP;

I~T £ \iE fi Ji, N;
RE~1. CJtI N,O~~X,fEEDDISPt .CEIi ENT;
aC01E~~ lEFTHCP;
CC~flE) AR~A~ EI.,*];
BEGl~ INTEGER p,,;

RE/l ~O~X~Xl,)2~~~Yl~Cl~Sl,THfT~~OElT~THETA,

If fT AFaL E, Pr t ;
CC~PlEX J,fU,FU1,FU2;
J: =C eM PtE x( Q~ 1>;
xr:~2*FaCAl*SIN(OFFS~T)/(COS(CFFSET)+COSCTHfT~O»;

FeR F:=O STEP 1 UNTIL "-1 CO
BE G N 1r F t. E' (fII Z )

THEN BEGIN IF P<Oi/Z) THEN )(:=XC+P.DHlN/H
ELSE X:=XO+(P-M)*CMIN/Mi

feR G:=C STEP J UHIl ~-1 CO
BEGIN If Q<{N/2) THEN Y:~Q*O~AX/~

ELSE Y:=(Q-N )*IJ"AX!N;
THETaPfI(X,Y,THET4,P~I);

potECA.B.PHlpTHETAPOLE);
CEtTAT~ETA:=THETJ-THET'POLE;

IF ABS(CELTATHETA)<{O.5/180)*PI
THEh FEECPATTEF~2(THEr •• F~I.THET~palE,FU)
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El~E ftECpATTERN(~,a~R,F,TI-lEl~,PI-lI,FU);
Cl:=SI~(THETA)*SIN(OFfSET)-C(S(Pf.I)*

(ltCOSCTHETA)-COSCCffSET»;
Sl:=(CrSCafF~ET).CCS(THETA»*SlN(PRI);

If LEfTHCP
THE N E r p .II QJ : =f U • ( e1..J 1Ir 5 1) II CExP ( J II PH J )
EL5 E E[P ~ a J :.:: FU... CC1 - J ... S 1 ) flC EX P ( - J *P HI );
E[P,Q 1 : =H P, Q]. C£ XF(J. K* FEfiH: I ~P L~C EJ04 Ef't Ttr

eas (T HE TA) ) ;
END;

[Nt
ELSE EEGI~ Xl:=XOtCM!N/2;

X2:=XO-DHun;
fOR Q:=O STEP 1 UNTIL N-l DO

eEGIN IF Q«N/2) T~EN Y:=QIIOM4)/~

ELSE Y:=C'-~)*D~AX/N;

TH£TAP~ICX1~Y,lHETA,PHI);

PulE(~,B,PHI,TP£TAPDtE);

CElT~T~ET~:=THETa-lHET~PC1E;

1f ABS(DELTATHETA)<CO.~/18C).PJ

THEN FEEDPATTERN2(THETA,PHI,THfTAPOLE,FU)
ElS E Ff EDP 4 IT EfHfC ",B.R. f .. THET 4,PH I, fU);
Cl:=SI~(THETA)trSIN{QFfSET)-CCS(PHI)*

Cl+COSCTHETA)lIrCOS{CfFSET»;
Sl:=(CCS(OfFSEl)·COSCTHElA)}*SlNCPHI);
If LEFTI1CP
THEh FUl:=FU*(Cl.JllSl).CEXP<JllPHl)
ELSE FU1:=fU*(Cl-J.Sl)*CEXPC-J*PHI);
FU]:=FUl*C£XP(J*KlIrFEEQOISPlACE~ENT·

CCS(TIiETA»;
THETAPP.I(Xl~Y,THETA,PHI);

POtE(A,B~PHI,T~E1APOlE);

DELT~ThET~:=THET.-THETIPClE;

IF ABSCCELTATHETA)«C.S/lSC)*Pl
T~EN f£ED?ATTERN2(THETJ~PHl~THfT~POtE,FU)

(L SE f [ ECPA TTER N( _. B, R, F.. T" ET., PHI. H ) ;
Cl:=SIHTHETAl*S1N(OffSET )-CCS{pt-n ..

(ltCOS(THETA)*COSCOrfSET»;
Sl:=(CrSCOffSET)+COSCTHEIA».SlN(PHI);
IF LEf Hlep
THEN fl2:=FU fl (Cl+J*Sl).CEXP(J.PHI)
ELSE FU2:=FU*(CI-JlIrSl)*CEXP(-J*PHI};
FU~:=fU2·CEXP(J·K*fE£DOISPl4CE~E~T*

CCS( n £T A) ) ;
Erf,QJ:=C.5"'(f~1.fL2};

Et\C;
E ~C;

Ud;
Et-D 51 HlE;

f F 0 (E r ll1 E FA ST Fe l;R IE R(l'l, N• f);

V~LL£ h~;

BrrGE" Jo,N;
CCMftE) AFRA'! Fr .... ];
8 f GI ~ I t\ TEGER I, J, P, r;;

CO~PlE) ARRAY R(\oj[O:~-l].((lUMN[C:M-l];

p : =l ( ( (li ) I LeG ( 2 );
Q:=l(G(~)/LCG{2);
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rCR I:=C STEP 1 UNITL H-l DO
BEEIN fOR J:=C STEP 1 U~TtL N-l OC ROW{JJ:=F£l.Jl;

ff T1C ~ • RC'W ,1 RUE );
£1 TFEVER Sf (~~ROW);
FeF J:=C STEP 1 UtiTIL N-l DC F£I.Jl:=!1o\HJ]i

HiG
fOR .;:=c STEP 1 UNTIL N-l CC

SE(]N fOR 1:=0 STEP 1 UNIIL H-I 00 COlU~Nrl]:=r(I.J];

fTTHP .COlU," N. TRUE);
BITREVERs£tF,C(LU~N);

feR 1:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL H-l DC rrI.J]:=COLU~N[IJ;

HI:;
EI\D f ~ STfOUR IER ;

CCMPLEX FRCCEOURE HTERP01..HION(Ot'IN,DMU.U,V.F);
VALUE CMIN,OHAX.U,V;
REAL (~JN.DMAX.U.V;

CeMPlE) JFRAY fr*.*];
BEGlh INTEGER I.J,P.';

RE#1.. Z;
CCH l£ X SU MJ
SlJ }I : =C O}o' Pl E)(( C, () ;
fCR ]:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL M-1 DO

BE€IN fOR J:=C STEP 1 U~;TIL N-l DC
EEGIN If I=C .~C J=O a~c U=C INC V=O

T~EN S~H:=SUH+C.5*f(I.J]

ELSI EEGIN If I«~/2) THEN P:=I ELSE P:=I-Hi
If J«N/2) TfEN Q:=J ELSE Q:=J-N;
Z:=S'"T«U*O~I~/2-P*PI)**2.

(~*D~AX/2-Q*PI)**2);

S t:}ol :=SUM+ f [ I • J ] * ( J 1 (.Z ) I Z );
END;

EN C;
HU

I ~ TE J;F ct HI 0,: =5 U~;
END l~lERPDlATl(Nj

PROCECURE aE~HHAXIMU~(F.S'UINTO.S'UINT9C,BEAM~AX);

R£ At S, U1NT') • S Q lIP; T9 C. BE AMIH X;
CeMPlE) A~RAY F(t.*J;
SEGI~ FE~t HCr.FSli

l := }( * S ! ~ ( (. 0 • 51 1eQ) * F I );
fGLJ;IERTRA~SFOF~:=r~TERPCL4TIO~(CHIN.D~~X.L,O,F);

e En~., A) : =CAa S (f CUR1EFT RA ~ Sf 01110 *( 1+C( S« - C• 51 If 0 ) *PI>);
~Gl ItlilO:=-O.S;
FCF FSI:=-C.49 STEP C.01 lNTIL 0.5 DC

EEGI~ U:=X'Slh((PSl/18Cl*PI);
FCURI£RTRA~SfGRM:=lNTERPOlATION(DMIN.D~AX.U.C,f);

YCD:=CABS(FCU"IEFTRA~SFaR~)t(ltCOS((PSI/13C)*PI);

If MOD>EE~~~AX

tHEN rl£GIN EEAM~~X:=~CD;

SClJINTQ:=Fsr;
E~O;

He;
l,.~): =~kSrN( (SCUINTC/180) .PI);
SClH190:=-O.U
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FO~ PSI:=-C.l ~TEP 0.01 UhTIL e.l CC
eH 1N V::::: ~ • SIN ( (P 51 11 8 C ) *PI);

feu RI £ f' TfU ~ Sf en tot := I N1 ER POt 4 TI 0 N( 0 HIN, 0 MA)l, t.: M• X, V, f);
E £T A: =ARC SI f\( SQRT <U l'!.l X*.. 2+ V~ AX.. '2 ) I K );
~QC:=C~BS(fOUR!ERTRANSFORH)*(l.COS(B!TA»;

If !'100>BE~"'~})(

THEN BEGIN E(~H~.X:=~CO;

S QUI NT 9<J : :: f 51 ;
END;

E~C;
END aEJM~AXHtl,;M;

PROCECURE G4IN(eE'M~Ax.~,!,R,~FEEC,GS1STE~,EFf);

~ALlE BEA~MAX.A,B,R;

REAL EE~MHAX.A.B.F.GfEEC,GS~STE~,Erf;

BEGl~ JE~l JCI.EE1A.RHC.PHI'CC,RE,I~,PI2,EO#NOEMER;

FI2::f1JZ;
JOI:=~.4C46255~77;

EEIA::K/(2*R);
FE::SIMPSOM(SlHPSOM(J~(JOI·RHO)·COS(-3ETA*(RHC··2)·

«~*COS(PHIACC»**2.(B*SIMCPHI~CC»**2)*RHO.

P lil 4CC, 0, P I Z, 2 C ), RHJ, 0 , 1, 1 C);
IH:=SI~PSOM{SI~PSO~(JC(JOI·RHO)*SI~(·BET-·(RrO*·2)·

( U *COS (P 111 AC C) )** 2 t (B * 51 N(PJH ICC) ) :U 2 ) ) *RHO.
Fr.IACC,O,PI2,2C).nrC,O.1,lC);

EO:=E4·(RE**2+1M**2);
(; : = (F 1* .2 ). A" a .. (I: PI 1 )( u· 2) .. (D 1'1 IN" .. 2 ) .. (B£ A1'1 ~ AX..,. 2) fr[ C/

(E4*(lAMBOA**4)*(FOCAl**2)*(Jl(JOl)**2)*(M*N)**2);
GSYSTE~:=10·tC(G);

GfEEC:=10frLOG(A·E·EC/{(lAHEn~**2)fr(Jl(JOI)"fr2»);

EfF:=t·(lAMBtA·*2)/«Pl·*2)*OMJX*D~IN);

EtiD G4a;

Pl :=4* ~RCTAtiCl);
K:=(2C*Pl*f)/3;
l ntED 1 : =2*P I II( ;
TrElAC:= CTHETAO/leO)*PD
FEECP·TlE~N(~,B,R.f,THET~O,O,FU);

EDG£11lC:=2C*LOGCCAES(fU»;
AFfEE[:= J2/EV ..RREfl:=OM' )lOll IN;
OfFSE1:=(CffSETC[(R/18C)*fl;
FCC AL : =: [ H f\ .. (C 0S ( Cff Sf 1) + CCS ( H! ~ r.a 0 ) ) I ( 4" S I H THE H 0 ) )j

XO:=2*f((Jl*SIN{Off~£T}/(COS{OFfSfT)+COS(THET~O»;

rH£lAfHI(XC,)M~X/2.THETA7fHI);

FE Eep" IT ER N( ~, a, R, f, TH £T", PJ.l I, fU );
EDGEIllS(::20 fr LCG(CA3S(fU»;
fCD:=f((lt/CMAX;
SA~FL£(~/~,DMlti,D~AX,fEEOClSPtACE~E~T,LEfTHC?,APERTURE);

f ~ STF CLR I £1H 1'1, N, " FE F ru f; [ ) i
BEA~~I)I~lM(AP£RTlRE,SQtIN10,~QUINT9C,BEAM~AX}~

GAIN(BEA~~AX,A,B,R,GFEEC,G~YSTEM,EFf};

.. RI1ECCUTFUT,</."TOTAl OfFSET A'I/TENI\A SYSTE1"",I,
.{"=·),I,I,I,"fF£CUENCY:",FE.lP" GYZ",/,I,
"fEEU",X6,"foIA":CP. AXIS",)(8,": ·,13," M~",/,XI0,

·"I~Qf< ~xIs",)(e.• ·: ·,12," P/M",/,XIC,
·~)IAl RATIC",X7,": 1:",f5.',I,XIC,
·lE~(TH QF THf rORN: ".13," ~M·,I,XI0,
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Wf£EOOISPlACE~E~TW,X2,W:",F~.1,· M~·,I,I,I,

"FEFLEeTOR t'A"':OR AXIS OF PROJ£C1ED APERTURE: ".F6.3..
- P·,I ..X10,"~I"CR AXI~ OF PROJECTED APERTURE: ",F6.3,
- ~",',XIC,·_XI~l A~Tl0·,X21,·: 1:·,fS.2,I,XI0,
"FeCAL LEt\GTH Of PAflABOLOIO".X6.-: ",F6.3 .. - tA·.!.'I.10.
·F/O .... X29,·: .... f6.3 .. I .. Xl0,
"CfFSET 4NGlE" ..X20,": -,12," CEGREES",I,XI0,
·feEE ILL. IN PLANE PHI=C·,X8,·: ",~6.Z," OE .. .,.XIO ..
"[CGE Ilt. IN Pl~NE PHI=90·,X7 .. -: -,r6.2,- DB .... I,I,
"EOf"SQUINT n PLANE PHI=O : ... F5.2 .... DEGREES",I,
-EE&MSQUINT 1~ PLANE PHI=90:",F~.2,· tEGHEES·,f,l,
·("=-J>.27,r,~2~B2.JRrEEO.R2,rEEDClSPL.CHAX,D~I~.

AJ; FEn, roc A1, f GD , Cf FS[ TO £G R, ECG£"III0,
Et(EIlL~O,S(UI~TC,S'UINT90,eO);

hRllE(OllPll,<I,I,·GA1~fEED :·,re.2 .. " DB",I,
ftGJIN S~STE)I : .... fG.2.· DS",I,I,
" J FE Fl UREEf f 1tl ENe, : It , F6 • 3> , GfEE 0.. GSYST£ M", EFF);

IF ,!BS(SU1NTOl=O.S nlP&
WfiITE«(~lPUT,<I,I,I,~EA~S'UI~TIN PLANE PHI=C EXCEEO~",

" \ALUE SET I~ PRCGFA~·>};

IF ~BS(S'~INr90)=C.l T~£N

WRITE«(UlfUT,<I,I."oE~~SQUINT IN ftAN£ PHI=90 EXCEEDS·,
• l/~LUE SET H P RCCR ~M">);
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Appendix V

V AND E N B ERG lor F SET ANT E N N A o N ;) 1 S K
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

SINCLUDE "PLQTLIBR~RY ON ~?PL"

$SET I~STALLATICN

BEGIN FILE PLCTF(KI~D=P1iC:VIEllEfd;

FILE ! NPUT< IOND=RE ADER ,FIL E: TYPE=9);

FILE OUTPUT(KIND=FRINTEP,FILETYPE=9);

INTEGER 08J.r,~"N;

RE~L PSIH~XIMUM,NPSI,NPS!2pPL.NE,.,~2.e.B~.R.R2.FporFSETp

fEEDDISPL.CEHENT#THETA.P~I,Xpy.THrTAPCLE,OMI~,DMAXpU,V,

fEEDClSPL.PlpK.LAMaCA.TH~TAC.EDGEILlO.EDGEILL90,FOCAl.DPSI.

MQDULUS ••RfEED.'RREfL.CFFSETDEGR.XO.FOD.TYD1.TYD2.
PSI3DBpFSl!OEMAX.8E~~MAX.iQUINTu.SQUINT91#8EA~WlDTHp8ETA.

UMAX.VHAXpPSIMAX.PSI~lNpD:LTAPSl.GSYSTEM;

STRING M~JOR.H1NOR.REF~.X.R:FM1N.rCCUS.GFf.fREQ.PHISTR.DISPL.8£~M;

COMPLEX fU,f CUF IERTRAN~fCRM;
BOOLEAN LEfTHCP,ORAWWARC;
READCINPUT,I, DMAX.DMIN.PSI~AXIMUN.PL\NE.~2.B2.R2.F.

M.~pcrfSETDEGR~F£ECDIS~LpTHETAO.NPSI,PSI30B~AX,SQUINTO.

SQUINT9~,GSY5TEM,LEfTH:P.DRA"WAFC);

A:=O.95tA2/2000; 8:=1.08*82'2000; R:=1.1"R2'lOCO;
F EEDDl S PL 4CE MENT: =FEE D;: ISPL' lOCO;
MAJOR: = 5T RINGC ~ 2,.);
Mpj 0R: = STR IN H e2 ... ) i
OFF :=S TRI NG{ Cfr SEro EGR •• ) i
F RE Q: = S TR I NG ( f, .. l;
PHISTR:=STFINGCPLAN[.t);
o1 SPL: :: Sf R1 NCCr EEO') ! S? L • t) ;

BEG!N RE~l AFRAY PSI~RElPOWER.ENVELOPE.ANGLE{-N?Sl:NPSI);

COMPLEX ARFAY APERTUREfO: o!-l.O:N-U;

PRO CE DU REF EE 0 PAT TE RN( i\ p 8 , R, F , THr TA, PHI • f iJ ) ;
VA.LUE A~f.R,F.THEO.PHr;

RE4L 4.B.R.f.THET~.?~I;

COtJPLEX FUi
9EG iN R[ AL J 01 ~ JO I KPI , 8E r A, E[T AKW• TEL. NO EM. COS 2PSI.

CONSTl,CONST2,CJNST3.Tl.T2,T3.T4.T5,T6,?O,Pl,P2,
P21,P22,P23,P2~.P25.U,NOEM~P.JOU,Jlu;

COt-'PLEX J .ruo;
J:=COMPLEXCO,l};
JOI :=2.4.)48255577; J) IKW:=jOlu'2;
BE T A: :: K I ( 2. R ); E[T AK II : =E£T A. • 2;
TEl:= (~.COSCPl-lI))"'2 - (D .::i::-JCPHI)). Jr2;
1\0 E 1J: :: {A .. Ccs (P HI) ) U ~ +( 8'" S I :\j ( P HI ) ) .... 2:
COS 2P S 1 :=TEl'N 0(.'1;
CO~ST 1:=O.5trCA .... 2+6.... 2};
CO~ST2:=O.5·(~.. ·2-B .. ·2) .. CCS2PSI;
T1 : =( ,. .. • 4 ) *( cos ( PH I ) •• 2 ) -( B" • 4 ) lr ( S I •~ ( PH I ) • I< 2 }:
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CONST3:=4~TI/NDEMi

po: =1/ JO l/OH
Pl:=CONST1~(4/(JOIKW*~2)-1/JOIK~);

Tl:=(CONST1~*2)~{64/(JO!KW·'3)-16/(JOIKW*·2)+1/JO:KW)i

T2 : =1) .5* ( C0 ~ ST 2 'CC NS r 1 ) • T1i
T3:=(CO~ST2/COS2PSI).(el(JOIKW~~3)-2/(JOIKN•• 2}+

o•125 I JO IKW) .c O~ iT 3;
T4:=({CCNST2/COS2PSI)~*2)*(E4/{JOIKW"'3)-16/(JGIKW•• 2}t

l'JO 1100;
P2 :=T 1tT2-T3+T4;
FU 0 : = ( ptj - 0 • '5 *B£T AKW* ~ Z ) • J • ( e ETA" PI) ;
1fTHr TA-= \) r HE N f U:=1 El SE
BE GIN U::: K*5 IN <T HE TA) • SQRT< ( A*COS ( PH I ) ) u 2 H 6 • SIN ( PH I ) }u 2) ;
NOEMER:=JOTKW-U·"2;
JOU:-=JO(U); JIU:=Jl(U);
PO:=JOU'NOEMERi
Tl:=<8t(Ut*2)*JOU)/(NO[~[R'*3);

TZ:=(4·JCU-4*U·JIU)/(NCE~ER**2);

T3:=PO;
T4:=Tli
T5:=(4*U*JIU)/(~CEMER**2);

T6:=(JOU-Z*(JIU / U})/NOEMER;
Pl:=CON5Tl*(TltT2-T3}tCONSTZ.,(T4-T5-T6);
T 1 :={384 .(U u4}*JOLJ) Ie NOENER.*S);
T2 : = ( 384. (U u 2) *J OU - 192.( U*.:n *J IU) I ( NO EM ER * *4 ) ;
T3:=(-48·(U**2)·JOU-96*U"JIU+64"JOU}/(NJEMER~*3):

T4:=(-16*JOU+8.UtJ!J)/{NOEMER**Z);
T5:=FOi
P21:={CONSTl·*2)*(TltTZtT3+T4+T5};
T1:= (768 *CU *-4) "JO~) '< NOEMER ...5).:
T2:=(S76*{U**2)*JOU-384*{U.*1)·JIU)/(NOEHER**4);
T3:=(-96*(U**Z)*JOU-96*U~JIU+32*JOJ)'(NJEMER.'3);

T4:=(-e*JOU+16*U*JIJ}/(NOEMER.'2);
T5:=(2'JaU-4*(JIU/U}-4"{JOU/(U*~2»+e*(JIU/(U**3»)/NaE~E~;

P22:=CO~ST1*CONST2*(Tl+T2tT3+T4+TS};

T 1 : =( 384 *(U Irk 4 ) • J au} I ( NO EMER" "5 ) ;
T2:=(-192*(U'.3)'JIJ)/(NDEMER**4)i
T3:=(96*U*JIU-48·(U~*2)*JOU)/(NOEMER'''3);

r4:=(32·JOU-64"(J!U/U)+8"U~JIU}/(NOEMER*·Z);

T5:=(JaU-8.{JIU/U)-24~(JOU/CU**Z)+48'{J!U/(U"~3»)/NO(MERi

P23:-={CONSTZ...·2}*{Tl Q2+T3tT4"TS);
T 1 : =(B• J i)U) I ( (10 E,., ER ., *3 ) ;
T2:=(4*(JIU/U»/CNOEMER·"Z);
T3:=CJ[U/(U**2}-2*(JIU/{U*~3»)/NOEMER;

P24:=(CGNST2 / CCS2PSI )*CDNST3*(Tl-T2-T3);
Tl:=(4e~(U*'2)~jCU)/(NOEMER.~4);

T2:=(16*JQU-24*U*JIJ)/(NCE~ER**3)i

T 3 : == ( 4 *( Jl U!IJ ) - 6 *JO J ) I ( NOE ~ ER * ~ 2 );
T4 := ( (J 1U I U) .. 2 I: (JQtJ I ( U**~ ) } -4 • ( J I UI ( U" .. 3 ) ) ) IN DE ME R;
P25:=4·«CONST2/COS~PSI)'*2)I:CT1+T2"T3+T4);

P 2 := F21t P22.P 2 3-P 24. P25;
FU:=«PO-O.S*S£TAKW'PZ)+J*C8ETA*Pl»/FUO;
FU:=(O.S+O.S*COS{THET4»)*FU;

END;
E:4O FEEO f ATT EHI;

PkOCEDURE THETAFH1(X,Y,THETA,PHI);
VAL UE X, y;
REt\l x.y.n·IETt\.?flI;
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l:=fOCAL-(Xkkl+Yk·2)/(4*FOCAL);
RHO:=SQ~T(X**l+Y·k2+lk"2);

IF X=XO AND y=o THEN THET':=O ELSE
THETA:=AFCCOS«X*S!N(JrF~£T).ZkCOS(OFrS£T»/~HO);

If THETA=O TH[~ PHI:=)
ELSE &EGIN ARG:=Y/(RHO*SIN(THETA»;

If 'BSC'RG»=l THEN PHI==PI/2 ELSE
PH 1 : =AHC 5I N( AR :; );

E t\D;
'::ND THET lIPHI;

PROCEDURE POLEC 4.3.PHI.THEf 4PCLE);
VAL UEA. 8 • PH {;
REAL A.B.PHI,THETAPOl£;
8EGIN REAL JOJ;

JOI:=2.4Q4325S577;
TH ET APOLE:=ARC SIN(JOl'( K* SQR T( 0 *CO S(PH I) ) .. "2.

(]*SIN(PHI»·*2»);
END POLE;

FRDCEDURE FEECPATTERN2(THErA,PHl.THET~PCLE.FU);

'IALUr THETA,PHl.THETAPOLE;
REAL THETA.PHI.THETAPCLE;
COMPLEX FU;
BEGIN REAL THETA1.THETA2,M001.MaD2.A~Gl.ARG2.

FICTa~1.F'CTOR2;

CO tlPL£X J;
J : =C 0 lAP l EX ( I) 1'1 );
TI1 £TA 1:=THETAPOLE-<PI'180);
TH H 112: =THET l\POLE+<Pl/1 eo);
f A(T 0 R1 : =(T~ETA - TH£T A1) I ( P I/91') } ;
FACT a R2 : =I-r Ai: TOR };
fEED P H TERN ( 4. B. ~ • r • TH ET~ 1•? HI. FU) ;
MOD1:=CABS<fU).*r~CTaR2;

ARG1:=CftfiG(FU).FACTOR2;
FE £0 PAT TEF N(A. B. R. f • TH ETA2.P HI .FU);
H002 :=c IBS<FU) ufHTOR1;
APG2:=CA~G(FU)·fACTGR1;

FU:=M001.MaD2"CEXP(~*(~RGI.ftRG2»;

END FEEDP ATTERN2;

PRO~EOURE SAMPlE(~.N.C~:N.)M,x.rEEDDrSFL~CEMENT.LErTHCP.E);

iALUE M.N.O'l~.OHAX.FEEO~ISPLACEMENTl'lEFTHCP;

Irn E GE: R l'I,!Ii ;
REAL DMIN.D~AX.FEEDDISP~~CE~ENT;

8GOLE4N LEFT:-JCP;
COMPLEX AFRAY E[*,*];
8EGlt>. 101TEGEf( P.Q;

RE ~l 'I( 0 • x. xl. x 2. '( • '(l • C1 , S 1• THE TA• 0 EL TA THE TA,
THETAPOLE.PHl;

CO~PLEX J.fU.FV1.fV2;
J : =C J :-lP L E:X ( I) • t ) ;
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x0 := 2 .r CCAL" SIN( 0FFSET) I ( COS ( 0r FSET) +COS ( THE TAO) )i

FaR p:=o STEP 1 UNTIL ~-l DC
8E GH« I F P NEQ 011 2)

THEN BEGIN IF ~«~'2) THEN X:=XO.P*OMIN'M
ELsE X:=xO+(P-M>*CMIN/M;

FOF C:=) STEP 1 UNTIL N-l DO
EEGIN IF Q«N'2) THEN Y:=Q*OMAX'N

ELSE Y:=CQ-N).OMAX/N;
THEr~PHI(X,Y,THET~.PHI);

POL~CA,8.PHl#THETAPOL£);

CELrATHETA:=THETA-TH£T~POLE;

IF ,as(OELT'THETA)«O.5/180)*P!
THE~ FEEOPATTERN2(THETA.?HI.THETAPOLE.FJ)
ELSE FEEDPATTERN{A.8.R.F.THETA.PHI.FU);
Cl:=SIN(THEr~)*SIN(CFFSET}-C8S(PHI)*

(1+C05(THETA)·COS(OFFSET»;
Sl:=(COS{uFFSET)+COSCTHETA».SIN{PHI);
IF ,-EFTHCP
lHE~ E£P.Q]:=FU.(Cl+J*Sl)*CEXP(J*PH!>
ELSE EIP.~]:=FU.(Cl-J*Sl)*CEXP(·J*PHI);

[[P.Q):=E[P.Q]*CEXP(J.K·fEEDDISPLACEME~T*

COS (THEr U)i
ENe;

END
ELSE BEGIN Xl:=XO+DMIN/2;

X2: =XO· J MIN 12;
FOR ~:=o STEP 1 UNTIL N-l DO

EEcr, IF Q«N/2) THEN Y:=Q.OH~X/N

ELSE Y:=(Q-N)*O~AX/N;

ThErAPHI(Xl.Y.THETA.PHI);
POL~(A.B.PHI.THETAPOL£);

rELr~THET~:=TrET~-THET4POLE;

IF ABS(OELTATHETA)«Q.S/180).PT
THE~ FEEDPATTERN2(THETA.PHI.THETAPOLE.FU)
ELSE FEEDP~TTERN(~-n-R.F.THET~.PHI.FU);

Cl:=~lN(TH~TA)*S!N(OFFSET)-COS(PHI)k

(l+caS(THETA)*caS(OFFSET»;
Sl:=(CGS(OFFSET)fCDS{THET~»)·SIN(PHI);

IF LEFTHCP
THE~ FU1:~FUk(Cl+JkSl).CEXP(J*PHI)

ELSE FUl:=FU*(Cl-J*Sl)*CEX?(-J*PHl).
FU1:=FUl k CEXP(J*K*FEEOOISPL4CEMENT*

COS( THET A) };
THEfAPHI(X2.Y.Th£TA.PHI);
POL~(~.B.PHI.THET~PCLE);

OELrATHETA~=THETA-THET4POLE;

IF ABS(CELTATHETA)«0.5'180>*PI
ThE~ FEEDP~TTERN2(THETA.?nI.THEr4POLE.FJ)

ELSE FEEOPATTER~(A#9.R.F.THETA.?HI.FU);

Cl:=SIN(THETA}·SINCUFFSET)-CQ$(PHl)*
{ 1+CO S( TH ETA ) ~c esc GFFS[ f) } ;

St:=(COS<OFFSET)+CJS(TH£TA»*SIN(PYI};
IF L.EFThep
THE~ FU2:=FU k (Cl.J*Sl)*CEXP(J*PhI)
~LS~ FU2:=Fu.{~1-J~Sl).CEXP(-J*PHI);

FU2:=FU2kCEXP(J*K*FEEDOlSPLACE~ENr*

CCS( r H[T A ) ) ;
E[P.Q]:=C.S.(FU1+FUZ)j

E1\ c;
E NO;
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END;
END SAH PLE;

PRQCEDURE FASTFCURIER{M.N.F);
VALU E M.i~;

INTEGER M.N;
COMPLEX _FRAY F{~ •• ];
~EGI~ INTEGER I.J.?Q;

COMPLEX 4RR'Y ROWrO:N-ll.COLUMNIO:M-!l;
p: =LGG( 1" )/LOG( 2);
Q: =L aG( ~) 'L aGe 2);
FOP 1==0 STEP 1 UNTTL ~-l DO

8EGIN fCR J:=~ ~TEP 1 UNTIL N-l DC RUW(Jl:=f[I,J};
FfT l(~.RCW.TRl!E);

BITF.EVE~$E(Q,RO~);

feR J:=O STEP 1 UNfIL N-l DC FII.J]:=ROW[J];
END;

FOR J:=G ~TEP 1 UNTIL ~-l 00
BEGIN FeR 1:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL M-l DC COlUMNrIJ:=FrI.J];

FfT lCP" COLUi~N.TRUE) ;
BITREV[RSE(P.COLUM~};

fOR 1:=0 STEP 1 WHIL M-l 00 FII"JJ:=COlUMN(J];
END;

em fASTFGURIER;

COMPLEX PROCEDURE INTE~POLATION(DMIN.DHAX,U.I/,F);

VAL UE 0 MI N, CJ' AX• U. v;
RE4L DHIN.DM~X,U"V;

COMPLEX AFRAY FI*.*];
BEGI p, INTEGER I.J.P,Q;

RE Al Z;
co I"iPLEX SUM;
SUM:=CO~PLEX(Q.O);

FOR 1:=0 STEP 1 U~TIL ~-l DC
SEGIN FeR J:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL N-l DC

BECIN IF 1=0 ~~o J=O ftND U=O AND V=O
THE~ SUM:=SJM+O.5*FII.JJ
ELSE dEGIN IF I«H/2) THEN P:=l ELSE P:=I-~;

If J«N/Z) THEN :~:=J ELSE Q:=J-N;
Z:=SQ~T((UkDMl~/2-P~PI)k·2.

{~*O~4X/2-~*PI)**2);

Su~:=5U~+f[I.Jl~(Jl(Z)/Z);

E NO i
EN D;

1 NTE RPO LATIC N: =SUfoI ;

END I'HEHPGLHIONi

p~ 0CEO UR [ E EA~ WID TH3J '? ( SJ urN TO. SQ U17JT 90 • PS :;: 3 VOl 0\ X• PL "':-.; £ •
OELTA?SI,PSI3DB.UMAX.V~AX.BEAM~AX,F);

VALUE .5,JUH.TO.SQUrfJT9Q,PS n08lJAX .PLANE;
REAL SCUINrO.SCUI~r90.PSI30~~AX.PLANE.PSI3D8.~E~H~"'X.

DEL T ~ PSI, u,~ ~x , vIH Xi
COHPL£X Ah~At fr*,*J;
GEGIN EEAL FSI3~b~lN.PSI 3DBl.~UO.PElMCD.DELTA.KSl.FSI3D3~X;
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BOOLEAN TEST;
KS I: =PL Ai'JE;
UMAX : =Kfr SIr-. ( (S QU IN T(111 BQ) .. PI) ;
;M~X:=KtSIN«SQUI~T90'180}"Pl};

BE rA : =Al' CSIN ( SQR TC lJM 0\ X rr "Z +VMa. X fr .. 2) 110 ;
FOURIERTRA~SfORM:=INTERPOLATION(DMIN.D~AX.UMAX,VMAX.F);

BEAMMAX:=CA3S{FOURIERT~ANSrCR.M)*(1·COS{8ETA»;

PSI3D8:=O:
FOR 1:=0 STEP 1 Uf\TIL 1 00

a£ GIN PSI 3DB MI j\j : = Q ;

PSI3D€MX:=PSI3UBMAX;
TEST:=T::lUr;
WHILE TEST OJ

8EGIN PSI3DE1:='.5*(PSI308MIN+PSI308~X);

U:=UMAX+KfrSI~«PS13CBl/18D)"PI)frCOS«KSI/180)frPI);

V:=~MAX+K*5IN«PSI30Bl/1BO)*PI)*SIN«KSI/180)*P!);

fCURlrRT~Ar,SfO~M:=INrERPOLATION(DMIN.DMAX.U.y.F);

BETA:=ARCSIN(SQRT(U**Z+V*frZ)/K);
Mon:=C~85(FCURrERTRANSFORM)*{1+COS(BETA»;

RELMOD:=2~*LGG(MOD/8EAHHAX);

DELTA:=RELMOD+3;
IF \BS(DELT~»J.05

THEN 8EGIN IF AeS(~ELMOO»3

THE~ PSI30eMX:=PSI30Bl
ELSE PSI303MIN:=PSI3D31;

E NO
ELSE TEST :=F AL) [;

END;
DELT~?SI:=O.5fr(PSI~D8-PS130Bl);

PS130E:=PS13D€+PSI3D61;
KSI :=K5I+18,);

EN D;
£ NO BE AftI \oj lOT H30 Bi

PRO CEDUR E .. ARe ( NPSI. GSYSTE ~ .0 ELT ~ PSI. PSI 3 DE. EN VEL 0 PE • F • ~ 1'1 GLE ) i
VALUE I\PS I.F5I30B.OELTAP5 I,GSYSTE't;
fiEAL NPS1.PSI303.DELT~PS[ .GSYSTEM;
RE4L ~RR~Y cNVELO?E.~NGL~[.];

COt·jPLEX AFRAY F[*.fr];
BEGI" INTEGER 1;

RE itL PS 11. PSI 2 ;
PSI1:=1.se*PSI30a; P512:=3.16~PSI3D2;

FOR I:=-NFSI STEP 1 UNTIL NPSI DO ANGLErI]:=I*DPS{+D£LTAPSli
FOR 1:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL ~PSI DO

BE GIN 1F Aj\j GLE [ I 1<=P 5 I 1
THC~ ErI"::LGP[[ 1 ) :=-12~( (I .OPSI ) IPS 130u )*"2);

IF ~NGLE[ll>?SIl Ali;) ,ANCLE[I]<=PS!Z
THE ~ E r-. "E l or EI lJ : = - 30;
IF HiGLEiI ]>PS12
THEN E£GPl ENVELO?E{I ]:=-1l.5-25--LGG«(l.DPSI>'PSI3DB);

Tf ENVELCP~(I]<-GSYSTE~

THEN E~vELJ>E[Il:=-GSfSTEM;

EN 0;
ENvrLO?E{-I]:=(~VELOPEIT];

END;
['JO '~AR Ci
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PROCED~RE TEXT(MAJQR-~INOR.R£FMAX.REf~lN-FOCUS.Cfr.

JISPL _fRf. Q. r- HI STP};
SThING MAJO~,MINOF.B[rMAX.REr~IN.FOCUS.DfFpD1SPL.

FREQdHISTR;
BEGTN COM~ENTTEXH0"'2J.16.1.C.O.2.0."PSI (OEG~EES)");

COMM~NTTEXT(08J.l.19.2.90.0.2.~.·RELATlV~ PCWER (DB}");
C0 foil"! ENT TEX T( 08 J. 1 ! .5 .2 3 .5 • \) • 0 • 2. 0 • II CFFSET F< Ef lEe TOR ..

II 'N fENN '" >;
STRA1GHTLIN[PIECECG8J.13.5.23.4.18.3.23.4.1};
ST~AIGHTLINEPIECE(02Jpl3.5.23.35.18.3.23.35.1);
COMMENTTEXTCOBJ.l3.S.22.8.0.0.2.0."fEZD: X MM"}i
CC~MEN'T[XT(08J.14.7.2?a.o.O.2.0pHAJOR);

COMMENTTEXT(08J.l~.9.22.8.0.0.2.0.HINO~};

COMMENTTEXT(OBJ.1!.5.2~.3.0.0.2.0."REFLECTJR:"

.. X ~"};

CO~MENTTEXT(OBJ.l:.7,22.3.Q?0.Z.U.~EfMAX};

COMMENTTEXT(08J.17.1.22.3.0.0.2.0.~EFMIN);

CO~~E~TTEXT(OBJ.l:.:.21.a.o.o.2.0."rOC4L LENGTH: MOO);
co I"M ENT TEX TC G9 J. 1E • '! .21 .0. I) • \) • 2. i). r ccu s };
c a Mr~ ENT TEX TC 0a J .. 1! .5 .2 1. 3,. f>:- 0 • 2 .. 0 •" CFrsETA NGL E: ..

If DEGREES");
C0 tiM ENTTEXT ( G8 J, 1E• ! • 21 • 3• 0 • () • 2. (J • 13 f n i
COMMENTTEXT(OBJ.!3.5.21.8.0.0.2.0. w FEEDOISPLACEMENT:"

.. MM");
CO~HE~TTEXT(GBJ.17.1.2).8.070.2.0.0ISPL);

COMMENTTEXT(08J.. 13.~.2J.3.0.Q.2.0.·F~E~UENCY:"
... GHZ");

COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,1~.7.2J.3,O,.O.2.0.. fRE~);
COMH£NTTEXTC08J.13.:.19.8.0.0.2.v."PLANE PhI = If

" DEGREES");
CO~ME~TTEXTCOBJ.1S.9.19.8.0.0.2.0.PHISTR);

COMHENTTEXT(OBJ.13.:.19.3.0.0.2 .. 0."EEAMWIOTH:
CO~MENTTEXT(OBJ.1:.7.19.3.0.0.2.0 .. 6EAM);
STR_IGHTLINEPIEC[CCEJ.13.3.24.5.13.3.19.0.11;
5T RI\ 1 GH TLI ~ EPI EC EC u8J. 1 3. ~. 19. (). 19.4.151 • I) rl );

END TEXT;

PI:=4~4RCT~~(1);

K: =( 21) ItP I "F ) /3 ;
LAMBOA:=2"PI'K;
TH[T~o:=crHET~O/130)"P~;

FE EOP 1\ H E FN (A. 8 .. R. f .. TH ET AI) .. O. FU);
EOGEILlU:=20 It LOG(CABS(fU»;
ARfEED:= 42/£.'2; 4RREfL:='L;l'lA,( IDMIN;
OFrSET:={OrFSETOEGR/leO)ItPI;
FOCAl:=OHIN,,(CJS(QFfSET)·cJS(THETA0»'(4 tt SIN(TrlETAO}):
xo:=z·rOCAl"SIN(OFFSET)/(CJS(QFFSEfJ+COS(THET40)};
THETAPHI(XO.D~AX/~.THETA.PHI);

FEEDfATrE~~(A.8.~.. F.THETA.~HI.fU);
EOGEILL9Q :=20tLOG( CABS<FU» ;
rOD: =r :::JC 1\ 1I ::; H4 X;
FErHAX:=ST~I~G(DMAX.5);

~~f~IN:=STRI~G(CMIN.5};

fOCUS:=STRl~G{fOC~L.5};

oPSI : =FS I IiI\ Xl'" UMO~ PSI ;
TY [) 1: =TI ME ( 1 2) t ~ .4;
S~MPLE{M.N.r~I~.c~~x.rEEJJ[SPL~CE~E~T.lEFTHCP.~PERTURE);

r AsTF lJ UR I ElH M. ~ • APE RT1J R2: ) ;
8EAH~ICTH303(S~UI1Tn.S~Ul~rg0.PSI3D]~ftX.PlANE.JELTAPSI.
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FSI}DB.U~4X,~1AX,BEA~MAX,APERTURE);

fOR 1 :=-NFS I STEP 1 UNTIL 'iPSI OC
BEGIN PSI[IJ:=!kOPSl;

I r DR ·Hi ~ J\R C
THEN eECIN U::U~AX+K.SIN«PSI(Il/18~)*PI)*COS«PLANE/18n)*~I);

~:=~MAX+K*5IN«PSI[Il/18C)·P!)*SIN«PLANE/18n)*~I);

f COR I ERT R~ '1SfCn!l: =1 t\ TER PiJL HIe N( DMIt..:, DX U. u. V• ~ PE Rru l E};
EETA:=ARCSl~(SQRr(U··2+~·*2)/K};

~ODULUS:=CAES(FOJRIE~TRANSFOF~)*(l+CjS(aETA»;

ENe
ELSE BECIN U:=K*SIN«?iII!]'130}*PI)*CGS«?L~N[/l~O)*PI);

~:=K*SIN«P5I(I]'l~O)*Pl)*SIN«PlANE/laO)*PI);

rCURIERTRANSfCRM:=INTERPOlATIO~(GMIN.OHAX.U.V,APERTU~E);

HCDUlUS:=C~ES(fDJRIERTR~NSrORM)·

(1·CCS«PS![!1/130).PI»;
040;

RELPO WElt[ 1] :=20 '"LeGe HI)) ULUS '8E ftM~ UH
END;

TYD2:=(Tl~E(12)*2.4-TYD1)/&O~6;

WARC(NPSI.GSYSTEM.DElTAPSI.PSI30B.ENVElOPE.APERTURE.~~GLE};

BE ~ M: = ST RIN (( FS 13 0 B. 4 );
wRITE(CUTPUT.<I."TOTAL OfFiET ANTENNA SYSTEM",' •

•( "=" ) • I • , • 1 .... F fi EQUE ~ Cy : ... F6 .2 ,.. GHZ'" • I • / •

ftrEED".X6."M~JJP ~X1)".X8,": ",13." ~~".I,XI0,

"MINO~ AXIS" ,X9,": ",12," t/;-.t",',Xl'"
-AXIAL RATIO".X7.": 1:".F5.2. I .XIO.
"LENGTH DF THE HJRN: ".'n." 11~".I.Xl0.

"fEEODI~PLACEMENT",X2,~:".F:.l," MM".I.I.I,
"REfLECTOR ~AJGR AXI> GF PROJECTED ,~PERTlJRE: ".ro.3.
ft M".I.XIO."M!NOR ~XIS CF P~CJECTED ~PERTURE: ".F6.3.
" M",lrXI0."AXIAL ~ATIO",Y.21,": 1:",F5.2.I,XI0.
"FOCAL LENGTH Jr PARABOlOID".X6,": ",F6.3." M"./.XIO,
"f I 0" • X2 9 , ": ". F6 • 3. , • X10 •
"OfFSET ANGLE~.X20,": ",12." DEGREES",I,X10.
"EOG£ ILL. I~ PLANE ;)Hl=()",X8,": ",Fo.Z," 08"./"Xlfl.
"EDG[ ILL. I~ PLANE ~Hl=90".X7.": ".F6.2," ':;3",'.1.
"FULL 3 "JE BE\,'1WII:TH: ",F5.2," DEGREES",',
"8(ArIS~UINT Hi PLAi'iE PHI=!') :",F5.2," Di:Gf,EES",/,
"S£AMSQUINT IrJ PLANE Pl1I=9{):".F5.2," D£G~EE'i".I./.

"G~lN: ".F6.2." D:?".' .1.
"CC~PUTI~G TIHE:".fS.2," MIN.",/~/~

.(ft=ft».27'F.~2.82.A~rEED,R2.fEEODISPL,DMAX,D~lN,

ARR[fl.FCCAL~FJD,CFF3ETOEGR.EDGEIlLn.

ED GEL LL9 I) • PSI 3DE, S r;.J I NT 0 , S <;. U1: IT '1 () • G5 YSTE I'l • TYD2 .6 il ) ;
If DRAWWAf'C
THO' B EGI "l
WRITE(OUTPUT,</,I.I.X:,"PLANE PH1=",12," DEGREES",X~l."WARC"~/.',

"PS! (OEGREES)".X3."<EL. PUWiR (lJE)".X3."REl. ?OioiER (CE) .... I.
Xl,rG.3.Xll.F7.~,X12,r7.3,*(',Xl,F6.3.Xl1.F7.3.X12.Fl.3»,

PLANE .PSlCOl .PElPCWE~ (ll laENVELGPEfO] ,NPsr.
FeR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NPSI
OO[ PS! (I] ,RELPQ1,iERU], ENV[LO?E£ Ill);

WIi 1T£ ( CU TPUT. < I ... ( '. X1, F6. :) , j, 11 • F7 • j ) > , NPSI •
FOR 1:=-1 SfEP -1 u~rrl -NPSI CO[PS![IJ.1El?CWE~[r]]);

E 1\0
ELSE 8EGI1J NPS12:=Zk,lPsr+:.;

WRlT£(CUTPUT.<I.I./.X5."PlA:1E ?HI=".I2." CCGREES".I.'.
"P31 (DEG~EES)",X3,"~EL. ?CWEk CQd)".
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.( I.X 1.F6.3.Xl1.F7.3».PLA~£.NPSIZ.

fuR I:=-~PSI 5TEP 1 UNTIL NPSI
oa[ PS l[ 1 1• REL POW ER(I 1 ] ) ;

£ ~D;

NEWOBJECTCOEJ);
POlYO~AWZaU~(FLOTF.0.Q,21.~.27,-NPSI,NPSI.fSI.~ELPJ~ER.

2n.-?Sl~AXIMU~.PSIMAXIMUM.le.-43.n,FALSE.FAlSE);

If DRA\tIHARC
THE~ PGLYCfiAhZCOMCPLJTf.O.l,21.9.27.-NPSI.NPSI.ANGlE,ENVELOPEp

20.-?SI~AXliU~.PSl~AXI~U~.16.-48.0.FALSE.fALSE);

TEXT(MAJOR,~I~OR.REF~'X.RE~MIN.FOCU5.0fF.DIS?L.FREQ.PH!5TH);

oF0\ Wa :J JE CT< FLeT F, 0BJ • 0 •0 , 2 ~ • 3 0 );
DIsrOSE03JECT(J3J);

EN D;

END.
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Appendix VI

In this appendix some experimental results are presented. These results

refer to an offset reflector antenna with elliptical cross-section.

During this study an offset parabolic reflector has been built by first

making an imprint of a part of a 3 m axisymmetric paraboloid with focal

length 0.75 m. As a feed a corrugated elliptical horn has been used with

aperture dimensions 156 x 52 rom and length 442 rom.

The most important parameters are listed below.

Major axis of the elliptical horn

Minor axis of the elliptical horn

Length of the horn

Major axis of the projected aperture

Minor axis of the projected aperture

Offset angle

Half subtended angle

Focal length

156 rom

52 rom

442 rom

1500 rom

660 rom
o32,12

22.89 0

750 rom

It should be noted that the values for the offset angle and the half

subtended angle are found from caleulations and not from measurements.

It turns out that the reflector is in the near field region of the feed.

The model for the corrugated elliptical horn described in Part I is not

suited to predict the near field,neither in amplitude nor in phase.

Therefore no calculated patterns are shown here.

In fig. VIa to fig. VIh incl. measurements of the near field of the

horn are shown for odd and even mode and for two frequencies. The field

is measured at a distance of 0,75 m from the horn by rotating the horn

and keeping the probe fixed. The rotation axis was 0,03 m behind the

aperture (see fig. VI.i)

15 Co»?

fig. VLi
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In fig. VI.j and fig. VI.k the secondary radiation patterns are shown

for 10,25 GHz and odd mode exitation of the feed in plane ~ = 0 and

ep = 90 respectively. In fig. VI.l and fig. VI.m the patterns are shown

for 11,75 GHz and even mode exitation of the feed. In both cases the

focal point of the paraboloid coincides with the centre of the aperture

of the horn. As it turns out from measurements that the "phase centre"

in an arbitrary plane is located inside the horn, this implies that the

antenna system is defocussed which causes high sidelobes. Moreover the

level of the edge illumination is too high.

Up to now no more measurements have been performed and hence no con

clusions can be drawn about the performance of this antenna system.
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